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Shedding some light on UFOlogy and UFOs

SUNlite

...The Central Motif Of The Roswell Myth Is That A Ma-
levolent Monster (The Government) Has Sequestered An Item 
Essential To Humankind  (Wisdom Of Transcendental Nature, 
I.E., Evidence-Based Knowledge That We Are Not Alone In The 
Universe). The Culture Hero (The Ufologist) Circumvents The 
Monster And (By Investigatory Prowess) Releases The Essen-
tial  Item (Wisdom) For Humankind. 

Charles Ziegler (Analysis Of The Roswell Myth)
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Do Roswell crashologists have project MOGUL nightmares?

I know that some people find this a tired topic but I felt that I wanted to do one issue 
devoted to the subject. I do have some other  articles in this issue but the main focus is 

on Roswell.  Much of the content was inspired by some of the articles/books/blog entries 
written about the case over the last few years.  I could have responded in those forums 
but I really hate arguing endlessly. No matter what argument that is presented, the Ro-
swell proponents dismiss it or dream up some sort of conspiracy to explain away incon-
venient testimony/documentation. It is a complete waste of time and achieves nothing.  

Meanwhile, on June 5th, the planet Venus transitted the sun and was observed/photo-
graphed worldwide by astronomers.  While, birds, satellites, and airplanes were recorded, 
nobody recorded a single UFO passing in front of the sun.  Sure, the sun is a small area 
of sky but if UFOs are as frequent as some claim (I recently saw a claim that a majority of 
UFO reports are unexplainable!), then one would think the odds would improve for at 
least one astronomer to have imaged such a craft passing in front of the sun. I saw no im-
ages of a UFO craft crossing the sun.  I can also say the same for all my astrophotographs. 
I shot eight five minute exposures of M97 and M108 on June 15th.  In that short time pe-
riod, I managed to record three satellites crossing a small field of view but I recorded no 
UFOs.  I am not the only astrophotographer shooting the sky. Hundreds take images of 
the sky on every clear night.  I am unaware of any recording a unexplained objects cross-
ing their field of view. Doesn’t that say something about the frequency of UFOs?

As I stated last issue, I have changed the format of the newsletter from the three column 
format to a single column on each page.  Some felt the three column format was archaic 
so I am honoring their request to a more internet friendly layout. I would love to hear 
feedback on this to see if I want to maintain this format in future issues. 

Speaking of last issue, I want to confess that I made a correction to it a few days after 
posting it on-line. In the article concerning the April 1966 fireball, I showed an image 
of the Chiles-Whitted sketches and gave a year of 1947. It was actually 1948. I normally 
don’t go back and correct things but after this blatant mistake was pointed out, I  went 
back and fixed it. I just wanted to publicly admit the error existed.

On a final note, readers should pay attention to Peter Merlin’s article.  It is quite amusing 
and reminds of the behavior of my fellow submariners over the years.  Military humor is 
something some civilians have a hard time appreciating.
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Who’s blogging UFOs?

Anderson Cooper took on abductions in his TV program. 
MUFON’s John Ventre made the standard government cov-
er-up rant about UFOs and also stated that the government 
monitors every cell phone call!  Cooper responded  by point-
ing out how the government is not very good at keeping se-
crets. Ventre countered that the Manhattan project was an 
example of how the government can keep secrets like this. He 
seems unaware that the Soviets knew about the Manhattan 
project through their own spy. Conspiracy theories only con-
vince those who believe in them.

Billy Cox uses the tired argument of how pilots saw sprites 
before they were accepted as scientific fact. He then draws 
the conclusion that this must mean that pilots’ observations 
of UFOs could also be accurate.  His title is that “SOMETIMES” 
(my emphasis) pilots get it right.  However, what he misses 

is that this does not mean that pilots are always right. Each event has to be taken on a case-by-case basis. Why didn’t Cox list the 
instances where the pilots “got it wrong”?  

Jack Brewer did an interesting write up about Dr. David Jacobs and alien abductions. It is worth reading all three parts.

http://ufotrail.blogspot.com/2012/04/bizarre-world-of-doctor-david-jacobs.html

http://ufotrail.blogspot.com/2012/04/bizarre-world-of-doctor-david-jacobs_29.html

http://ufotrail.blogspot.com/2012/05/bizarre-world-of-doctor-david-jacobs.html

An interesting article appeared in the Huffington Post by Natalie Wolchover.  It was surprising to see Kentaro Mori being 
quoted and certain details about the Villas Boas incident being mentioned. Congratulations to Kentaro for getting that information 
out there.

I received a private e-mail from a gentlemen asking me to explain some UFO photographs he took. He also reported this 
to MUFON, so it is fair game. I told him the UFOs looked like reflections on the windshield of the airplane.  The sun was striking 
objects in the aircraft and they were reflected on the windshield. One can even read the number of the aircraft being reflected in the 
windshield. It reads “N3939H”.  I thought the second image was a reflection as well but he seems to be pointing towards some small 
white spots. They could be reflections or dust specks of some kind. He told me that he did not notice them until he had downloaded 
the pictures, which implies they were not that noteworthy at the time he took the photographs.

James Carrion, on his “Center for UFO truth” blog, wrote an interesting article, where he suggests that the whole UFO gene-
sis had more to do with trying to convince the Soviets that the United States had a new secret weapon than alien spaceships. 
Carrion claims to have evidence but what he has presented so far is not very compelling.  I guess we will have to wait for Carrion’s 
“big reveal” some time in the future. If he did produce compelling evidence, would UFOlogists and skeptics accept it? I think it would 
have to be some VERY GOOD evidence to change everyone’s mind.

As always, I have an eye for those astronomer/UFO reports.  The latest seems to be a video that two astronomers (Paul Davies 
and Robert Wagner), recorded using a telescope. I am not sure if they are the sources of the video since it appeared on Youtube 
with eerie music instead of a scientific journal.  The source of this information is an Argentine news site and the link only gives brief 
remarks. It does not state that Davies and Wagner shot the video.  I suspect the translation of the story jumbled things about and 
it may appeared that Davies and Wagner shot the video but they were only discussing their work concerning potential life on the 
moon. The video was supposedly shot in Mid-April but the phase of the moon is wrong. It is a waxing gibbous, which happened 
at the beginning and end of April.  Some bright point sources appear near the moons western edge as it drifts across the field of 
view. They then move across the face of the moon but quickly disappear.  Looking at Youtube, I found the exact same video being 
reported to have recorded July 9, 2011 (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s7otRi_iBCo).  On that date, the moon was the correct 
phase.  This makes all the other claims about this video completely invalid. It was not taken by these astronomers and the motion 
of these apparently stationary UFOs is probably due to the moon’s diurnal motion.  So what are they?  My original thought was they 
might be geostationary satellites that were illuminated by the moon but the moons declination was about -19 degrees, which is too 

Hot topics and varied opinions

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w5LtmpiGijk
http://devoid.blogs.heraldtribune.com/12979/sometimes-pilots-actually-get-it-right/
http://devoid.blogs.heraldtribune.com/12979/sometimes-pilots-actually-get-it-right/
http://ufotrail.blogspot.com/2012/04/bizarre-world-of-doctor-david-jacobs.html
http://ufotrail.blogspot.com/2012/04/bizarre-world-of-doctor-david-jacobs_29.html
http://ufotrail.blogspot.com/2012/05/bizarre-world-of-doctor-david-jacobs.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/05/07/alien-abduction-research-lucid-dreams_n_1498186.html
http://www.examiner.com/article/private-pilot-reports-multiple-objects-south-of-phoenix
http://www.examiner.com/article/private-pilot-reports-multiple-objects-south-of-phoenix
http://followthemagicthread.blogspot.ca/2012/05/flying-saucers-greatest-lie-ever-told.html
http://followthemagicthread.blogspot.ca/2012/05/flying-saucers-greatest-lie-ever-told.html
http://www.examiner.com/article/astronomers-report-five-ufos-on-moon-suggest-intelligent-alien-life?cid=db_articles
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s7otRi_iBCo
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far south.  So, I suspect it may be something on the eyepiece, lens, or ccd/camera CMOS chip that is being illuminated by the moon 
instead. They only become visible when the moon is close.  It is tough to say without more information.  I am not very convinced 
this is very good evidence. 

It seems like Missouri MUFON is trying to create another UFO wave. Back in SUNlite 3-6/4-1 I documented several Missouri cases 
that had to do with airplanes flying in formation that created UFO reports.  Now Missouri MUFON seems to be using observations 
of stars as a source for drumming up UFO reports.  The town of Blue Springs outside of Kansas City, is the location of these observa-
tions and it brought out the local TV station.  Witnesses were seeing these “orbs” on a nightly basis and they came out just as it got 
dark.  The television crew brought a MUFON expert by the name of Margie Kay.  As they were observing one UFO, she stated, “I am 
90 percent sure we are looking at Vega in this instance..”. Any amateur astronomer with a knowledge of the constellations can tell you 
100% if a star is Vega or not, which makes one wonder about Kay’s astronomical training by MUFON.  Either it is Vega or it isn’t. There 
is no “maybe” unless she really doesn’t know the sky very well.  My guess is this is Missouri MUFON trying to capitalize on an open 
and shut case of misperceived stars and planets (Venus was very bright in the northwest sky after sunset). The one video was simply 
a star scintillating various colors of red/blue/green.  This same effect has been fooling people for decades (Last issue, I mentioned 
how scintillating stars played a role in the Belgium UFO wave).  One wonders if UFOlogists really bother to learn from past case his-
tories.  Then again, if they solved these cases on TV, people would say they were debunking or witnesses might stop reporting UFOs.   
It is better to leave some wiggle room and the possibility that they are seeing something exotic to keep people thinking that flying 
saucers are in the area.

There is a big conference planned for October in Las Vegas which appears to be a scientific look at Extraterrestrial life. It is fly-
ing the banner of the Cosmic Exploration conference.  However, a quick look at the speaker’s list reveals that it is nothing more than a 
UFO conference without using the word “UFO”.  The only physical scientist listed for speaking is Jeffrey Bennet, who is an astronomer. 
Apparently, he has been invited because he is the author of “Beyond UFOs: The search for extraterrestrial life and its astonishing im-
plications for our future”.   It really isn’t a UFO book but he is the token scientist that can make it appear like a non-partisan approach.  
Meanwhile, Lee Speigel, Leslie Kean, George Knapp, and Wilfred De Brouwer are on the list. One wonders why the organizers don’t 
invite any skeptics.  Is there something they are afraid of?

Roger Marsh say that there will be “blockbuster UFO discoveries” being announced at the MUFON symposium in August!  I 
have heard this story before.  It sounds like MUFON is dangling a carrot in front of its members to get them to come to the sympo-
sium.  I would also not be surprised if MUFON pulled a “bait and switch”. Instead of some really earth-shattering revelation, they will 
present the same wild speculative nonsense that one finds in the journal. 

Donald Ecsedy has a blog, where he discusses  the Rhodes photographs of July 1947. He also spent some time discussing some 
of the 1947 accounts concerning Roswell. It is interesting reading and worth checking out. I disagree with his comparison of the sea 
monster hoax in Japan with Roswell.  The circumstances are different. One was a planned hoax and the other was a simple mistake. 

A Russian missile launch produced some UFO news. The instant I saw the clip, I knew it probably was a rocket launch.  Doesn’t 
anyone learn from the previous UFO videos like this that turn out to be rocket launches?  This is another case of “lessons not learned” 
in UFOlogy.

Is there anybody more likely to figure out a way to get his name out there than Nick Pope?  In this article, he appears to be 
suggesting that the aliens might pick the Olympics as a good time to appear and, possibly, invade the earth.  Are we going to be 
enslaved by our alien overlords at this most important event?  Why didn’t they do this during the world cup, previous Olympics, the 
super bowl, the world series, the presidential inauguration, the royal wedding....etc....etc...etc...?  This appears like Pope will do, or say, 
anything to appear in the media every chance he gets.  

I was surprised to see certain individuals promoting photographs of what was an obvious lens flare.  For some reason, ev-
erybody missed the bright streetlight in the lower right corner that produced the UFO images.  The story states that the UFOs were 
photographed ‘by chance’ because the photographer was just taking pictures of the city at night.  This individual is not much of a 
photographer, if they can not recognize a lens flare.

Joe Capp complained about debunkers being “old school”.  I found his argument less than satisfactory. The only specific case he 
presented was from a game camera that showed a column of lights moving about in between images. I recall that similar images ap-
peared some time ago in game camera footage and it turned out to be reflections of the camera’s internal lighting. My guess is that 
this specific camera had a vertical vice horizontal column of LEDs that were the source of these UFOs.  Yes, debunkers are “old school”. 
However, when the same old anomalies are presented as ‘evidence”, it is hard to do otherwise.  UFOlogists need better evidence and 
need to stop presenting the same old worthless data.

Who’s blogging UFOs? (Cont’d)

http://www.kctv5.com/story/18613289/ufos-over-blue-springs-strange-objects-hover-over-night-sky
http://cosmic-exploration.com/
http://www.examiner.com/article/blockbuster-ufo-discovery-slated-for-mufon-s-august-symposium
http://www.foreshadower.net/phoenix-arizona-july-1947-blue-book-40-rhodes/
http://www.foreshadower.net/roswell-new-mexico-july-1947/
http://cosmiclog.msnbc.msn.com/_news/2012/06/08/12114090-ufo-widely-seen-in-middle-east-skies-linked-to-russian-missile-test?lite
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2155885/Keep-eye-skies-saucers-Olympics-Games-warns-MoD-UFO-expert.html
http://news.am/eng/news/109134.html
http://ufomedia.blogspot.com/2012/05/ufo-hotline-back-up.html
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While reading through the newspaper archives, I stumbled across a reference to the 
509ths B-29s, in the Amarillo Globe on July 2nd, 1947.  Apparently, twenty-seven 

B-29s were in Vicksburg and some were scheduled to return to Roswell on the 4th of 
July.  On their return to Roswell, they were scheduled to pass over Vicksburg, Little Rock, 
Tulsa, Oklahoma City, Amarillo, and Roswell.   This group of planes was a combination 
of aircraft from Roswell, Tuscon, and Fort Worth.  It is not clear how many were from 
Roswell but one can assume that probably one of the three squadrons that were part 
of the 509th was in the air show.  The Tuscon bombardment group had B-29s also flying 
over Seattle and it seems possible that some of the other B-29s from Roswell might have 
been flying elsewhere for parades/air shows.

What does this say for all the activity that was supposedly occurring at Roswell Army 
Air Field, in the town of Roswell, and at the “crash site”.  Supposedly, the entire base was 
locked down and personnel being sent out to establish the cordon, collect debris, re-
trieve the spaceship, etc.  However, what the record shows is that probably a third, or 
more, of the group’s planes and their crews were away doing air shows for the various 
towns on the 4th of July.  When the planes returned, the ground crews would have to be 
present to support their landing, unloading, and post-flight work.  

Strangely, there is little or no mention by the various authors about these B-29s being 
“out of town”.   There is also no mention of the town’s 4th of July celebration, which, I 
am pretty confident, occurred as planned.  Remember, at the same time Roswell was 
probably celebrating the fourth of July with the usual fanfare (parades, picnics, dances, 
fireworks, etc.), a massive military cover-up operation was underway north of town.  It 
would have been quite a show for interested civilians just to watch the convoy of trucks 
moving back and forth. One wonders why that wasn’t mentioned in the newspapers.

Where were the B-29s?

The Roswell Corner
Mean old skeptics!

Kevin Randle “dissed” skeptics for being critical of “The Dream Team”.  I find it amusing because all he and his fellow dream team-
ers had to do was keep their mouths shut that such a group even existed.  Randle announced that the “Dream team” was being 

created in October of last year and  then mentioned when various people were added to the team. Not surprisingly, the first article 
describing what the team discovered involved a conspiracy.   When I, and other skeptics, comment about the “dream team’s antics, 
we are simply following their lead.  I guess Mr. Randle is upset with those comments because they have not released their results 
yet.  Again, he and his fellow Roswell investigators are the one’s announcing all of this information.  I only comment based on what 
they state.
In the article, Kevin Randle suggests that skeptics will not accept anything but a mundane explanation for Roswell.  Well....duh...
that is why we are skeptics.  Skeptics are more likely to accept a mundane explanation (and it does not have to be MOGUL)  than 
an exotic one (alien spaceship) without something more convincing than memories and conspiracy theories.    I will gladly accept 
good evidence.  However, I have yet to see it. All I ever see is people trying to explain away inconvenient facts and promoting their 
personal point of view.  
Randle also mentioned, in his comments section, news about the infamous nun’s diary that appeared in the book, The truth about 
the UFO crash at Roswell.  In that book, it seemed as if the diaries had actually been read.  Now Randle suggests that they have leads 
as to where these diaries are located.  Does this mean that the diaries disappeared after they were read back in the early 1990s or 
that they were simply repeating what they thought was in the diaries? The diary is not that important as it only reports the obser-
vation of a bright meteor-like object. However, his recent statements have me wondering again if the diary ever existed in the first 
place. If it suddenly appears out of thin air, one might wonder if it was because of some clever skulduggery. I hope there will be an 
effort to authenticate them if they are found.  It would not be the first time somebody created a hoax document about UFOs.

http://kevinrandle.blogspot.com/2012/05/roswell-investigation-and-skeptics.html
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There are many time lines associated with the Roswell story and I find most of them biased by speculation about the idea that a 
massive cover-up went into effect the instant the news was announced by Walter Haut.  However, if one looks at the media ac-

counts, there is a more reasonable version of events.  Usually, when a news story breaks, many of the initial statements or quotes are 
inaccurate.  There is always speculation by reporters, who interpret what they hear, without checking the facts, in order to get the 
news out first.  As a result, you get a mishmash of contradictory information. Only when the principals have been interviewed does 
everything become more clear.  The Roswell story is probably no different.       

Perhaps the best source of information of news accounts that July is David Rudiak’s web site (www.roswellproof.com).  It is well laid 
out and contains many of the accounts that are not readily available. Despite strongly disagreeing with his interpretation of events, I 
still suggest the reader go to his web site to read the raw news accounts for themselves while ignoring his personal bias. I also would 
like to point the reader to the 1947 accounts at the Project 1947 web site (http://www.project1947.com/fig/1947a.htm).  There are 
some stories not listed at Rudiak’s web site that complement and provide additional information.  Finally, there is also the pay site 
newspaperarchive.com, which contains additional news paper accounts that are informative.  Based on this information and some 
of the earliest interviews from the principal witnesses, the following is what I believe to be a reasonable time line of the events.

The discovery

There are two versions of the discovery date.  The first seems to have come from the initial press release made by Roswell Army Air 
Field (RAAF).  The second is based on what Mack Brazel told the news papers and other individuals, who repeated the informa-

tion:

The  RAAF press release stated that, THE DISC LANDED ON A RANCH NEAR ROSWELL SOMETIME LAST WEEK.1  However, the news wires 
provided by Frank Joyce quotes Sheriff Wilcox, who talked to Mack Brazel:

SHERIFF GEORGE WILCOX (CORRECT) OF ROSWELL WAYS THAT THE DISC WAS FOUND ABOUT THREE WEEKS AGO BY A RANCHER BY THE 
NAME OF W. W. BRIZELL ON THE FOSTER RANCH NEAR CORONA, ABOUT 75 MILES NORTHWEST OF ROSWELL NEAR THE CENTER OF NEW 
MEXICO.2

Mack Brazel would give a firm date of June 14th in his interview with Jason Kellahin.  In all of the accounts that quote Brazel, or 
have people quoting what Brazel told them, the three week/mid-June time frame is mentioned. It seems likely that Brazel found the 
debris on that date and the initial press release was a misinterpretation of  when the debris was picked up instead of when it was 
found. Based on this information, this  time line accepts the discovery date of June 14th. 

Saturday, June 14th – According to one news account, Mack Brazel discovered the debris field at 7PM.  

He found the object around 7 o’clock the night of June 14 about seven miles south of his ranch home. 3

This time of discovering the debris gives good reason for why Brazel would wait to pick up the debris - he did not have enough 
daylight left to do so. 

At the time Brazel was in a hurry to get his round made and he did not pay much attention to it. 4

His neighbor, Loretta Proctor, mentioned that he did show them a small piece of debris, which may have been the item described 
in the media accounts.

He picked up a piece of the stuff and took it to the ranch house seven miles away. 5

Friday July 4th– Mack Brazel and his family (daughter and wife) went out to the field and cleaned up some of the debris (not all of 
it), placing it all in bundles.

...on July 4 he, his wife, Vernon and a daughter Betty, age 14, went back to the spot and gathered up quite a bit of the debris. 6

He bundled together the large pile of tinfoil and broken wooden beams about one-fourth of an inch thick and half-inch wide and the torn 
mass of synthetic rubber that had been the balloon and rolled it under some brush.7 

Saturday July 5th – Brazel, while in Corona, learned about the flying saucer stories that had appeared in the newspapers.

The Roswell time line

www.roswellproof.com
http://www.project1947.com/fig/1947a.htm
http://www.newspaperarchive.com
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On a trip to town Saturday night to Corona, N.M., Brazell heard the first reference to the “silver flying disks,” 8

This information probably led him to believe that he may have actually recovered one of these “flying discs”.  

The trip to town and back

There is, as always, some contention on what date Mack Brazel came into town.  In the book, The Roswell Incident,  Jesse Marcel 
Sr. gave two descriptions.  In one instant, he states it was Monday but then gave a time line that would indicate Sunday was the 

correct date.  The 1947 sources also gave some conflicting information.  

HE DID NOT REPORT FINDING THE DISC UNTIL DAY BEFORE YESTERDAY.9

However, the predominant date that was given was that he arrived on Monday:

The furor started Monday when W. W. Brazel, a rancher living on the old Foster place, 25 miles southeast of Corona, New Mexico, came in 
the office and reported finding an object which fitted the descriptions of the flying discs. 10  

...on Monday headed for Roswell to report his find to the sheriff.11

Monday he came to town to sell some wool. 12  

The media stated that Brazel never brought any debris with him into town and had left it back on the ranch:

BRIZELL DID NOT BRING THE OBJECT TO THE SHERIFF’S OFFICE, BUT MERELY DROVE THE 75 MILES FORM THE RANCH TO ROSWELL TO 
REPORT HIS FINDING.13

Brazel went to the sheriff’s office and reported his find. He told Wilcox that the object was not very big and that he thought it might 
be a weather device made of tin foil:

SHERIFF WILCOX SAYS THAT BRIZELL SAID HE DIDN’T KNOW WHAT IT WAS, BUT THAT AT FIRST IT APPEARED TO BE A WEATHER METER....  
SHERIFF WILCOX QUOTES BRIZELL AS SAYING THAT “IT MORE OR LESS SEEMED LIKE TINFOIL.”  WILCOX SAYS THAT BRIZELL SAID THAT THE 
DIXC WAS BROKEN SOME, APPARENTLY FROM THE FALL.  THE SHERIFF SAYS THAT BRIZELL DESCRIBED THE OBJECT ABOUT AS LARGE AS A 
SAFE IN THE SHERIFF’S  OFFICE.  HE ADDED THAT THE SAFE WAS ABOUT THREE AND ONE-HALF BY FOUR FEE.14

Having no idea how to deal with this, Sheriff Wilcox called the RAAF.  This is how Jesse Marcel became involved. He and another 
individual in civilian clothes (assumed to be Sheridan Cavitt), went into town to see Brazel.  After talking to Brazel, all three of them 
went out to the ranch:

Maj. Jesse A. Marcel and a man in plain clothes accompanied him home... 15 

We left Roswell early in the afternoon and got there at dusk 16

We got there very late in the afternoon 17

We left Roswell perhaps around 3:30 or 4:00 in the afternoon...18 

Retrieval of the debris

What happened when they got to the ranch is, not surprisingly, also in dispute.  According to the testimony that Marcel would 
give in the 1970s, they arrived too late to go out to the debris field and spent the night at the ranch.  However, he also stated 

that he was eating lunch when the call came in from Sheriff Wilcox indicating it was a regular work day.  In another interview he 
stated he got the call on Monday.  Clearly, Marcel’s memory is jumbled.  However, he is quoted in the 1947 media accounts, and 
describes a likely sequence of events where they arrived in the evening and managed to have time to go to the debris field to look 
around.

...we spent a couple of hours Monday afternoon looking for any more parts of the weather device.  We found a few more patches of tinfoil 
and rubber. 19

Brazel confirmed they picked up more debris and then they went back to the ranch house.
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... they picked up the rest of the pieces of the “disk” and went to his home to try and reconstruct it. According to Brazel they simply could 
not reconstruct it at all. They tried to make a kite out of it, but could not do that and could not find any way to put it back together so that 
it would fit. 20

This is probably where the confusion occurs. If Marcel spent some time at the ranch after sunset, he may have recalled this as spend-
ing the night there.  What is known is that  Marcel left for home late on Monday because of what his family stated in the 1970s.  

Jesse’s return to base

Having left the Foster ranch well after sunset, Marcel arrived home late.  Exactly what happened at the Marcel home is based on 
the stories told by the family in the 1970s.  In “The Roswell incident” and “For the sake of my country”, the time is described as 

“toward evening” 21, “early evening”, 22 and  “late getting home”23.  In his 1991 affidavit, Jesse Jr. would state, “I was awakened by my fa-
ther in the middle of the night”. 24  The Roswell books would start describing this as 2AM. 25  Exactly when he arrived home is not clear 
but it seems to have been after dark and late.

Excited by his find, Jesse Marcel Sr. brought the debris into the kitchen for his family to see.  

So when I got home, I brought some of the stuff and put it in the kitchen....I put a lot of stuff on the floor in the kitchen... 26

The debris he found was described by Jesse Jr. as:

....foil-like stuff, very thin, metallic-like but not metal, and very tough. There was also some structural-like material too--beams and so on.  
Also a quantity of black plastic material, which looked organic in nature.. 27

After examining the debris, it was picked up and returned to the car. However, it seems that not all the scraps were recovered.  Mrs. 
Marcel reportedly swept the remaining bits and pieces out the back door!

Jesse Marcel Jr: I doubt if all the smaller fragments were picked up from the kitchen, and, indeed, my mother remarked that some of it 
was probably swept out the back door. 28

Viaud Marcel: All I remember was getting it out of my kitchen....It was a big mess. The kitchen was full of it...I probably did [sweep some 
debris out the back door] 29

It is assumed at this point the debris was returned to his vehicle and Marcel spent the rest of the night at home. What we learned 
from these early interviews was that the amount of debris that Marcel had in his vehicle  was not much more than what could fit 
on the floor of a room.  Additionally, despite the claims in later years of exotic materials, Mrs. Marcel and Jesse Jr. thought little of 
it at the time. Some of it was simply swept it out the back door as if it were junk and Jesse Jr. did not bother to retain any of these 
remaining scraps.  Jesse Sr. did not even think much of it since he apparently did not make sure every scrap was picked up and left 
it unguarded in his car. 

The morning meeting and trip to Fort Worth

The usual work day for the Roswell command staff seems to have involved a morning meeting where the daily and upcoming 
activities of the group was discussed/planned. It is not clear when the morning meeting that day occurred. It has been stated 

that it was “moved up” because of the debris being recovered.    The story told in 1947 indicated that Marcel got to talk to Blanchard 
first thing in the morning.

Marcel brought back the discovery to Roswell Army Air field early Tuesday morning, and at 8 a.m. reported to his commanding officer, 
Col. William H. Blanchard, 509th Bomb Group chief.  Blanchard, in turn, reported to General Ramey, who ordered the find flown to Fort 
Worth immediately. 30 

At this point, it is important to point out that there appeared to be two different collections of debris that made it to RAAF.  The first 
set, was the debris that Brazel and his family had picked up. This had already been rolled up into a bundle.  There was also a second 
batch that Brazel, Marcel, and Cavitt recovered on Monday afternoon/evening, which was put into Marcel’s car. This was the debris 
that Marcel probably brought into his house and would show Colonel Blanchard. 

While many suggest that Blanchard and his staff should have figured out that this was simply balloon and radar reflector materi-
als, they really misunderstand the circumstances under which these were being presented.  There is no evidence that Marcel and 
Blanchard ever saw these radar reflectors in action and, in July of 1947, nobody really knew what a “flying disc” was.  All they ap-
peared to know is from the news paper reports.  The day that Marcel appeared in Blanchard’s office with his debris from a “flying 
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disc”, the following article appeared in the Roswell Morning Dispatch describing the types of “discs” people were recovering:

Two flying disks were reported found in Texas and at least one is being investigated by military officials as the total number of Texans 
claiming to have seen the mysterious objects passed the 50 mark yesterday... The Houston Chronicle said a great deal of mystery sur-
rounded the one found near there by Norman Hargrave, a jeweler, Sunday. He first reported that he had found the aluminum disk floating 
near the beach while he and his wife were walking. He described it minutely, even giving an inscription he said it carried…The second 
flying disks (sic) was reported found by Bob Scott, a farmer living two and a half miles east of Hillsboro. He said the disk fell on his place 
Friday, and that it resembled a saucer. He said it was so bright he could not look at it very long…Then he notified O.F. Kissick and Joe Ger-
ick, Hillsboro, who went to the field and investigated. Most of it had melted, they said. Gerick said one piece looked like tin foil, but when 
he picked it up, it appeared to be celluloid.31 

Note the description of the disc being made of “aluminum” and that it “looked like tin foil”. A radar reflector matches this description.  
According to the news account, the decision was made to contact General Ramey and he directed the debris be sent to Fort Worth 
for examination.

The debris was loaded on a B-29 that morning but there are two descriptions about what debris was loaded.  According to Robert 
Porter, who was on the plane:  

I was involved in loading the B-29 with the material, which was wrapped in packages with wrapping paper. One of the pieces was triangle 
shaped, about 2 1/2 feet across the bottom. The rest were in small packages about the size of a shoebox. The brown paper was held with 
tape....The material was extremely lightweight...All of the packages could have fit into the trunk of a car. 32

Robert Shirkey would describe seeing boxes of debris being taken to the plane which included metallic parts and I-beams. This is 
different than what Porter recalled. The conflicting information can be explained if there were two different quantities of debris be-
ing loaded. Shirkey may have seen the bundles that Brazel had created on July 4th, while Porter had seen the debris that Marcel had 
recovered, which had been packaged prior to being loaded on the plane.  According to the press accounts, this happened reason-
ably early in the morning.  

The weather device was flown to Fort Worth Army Air field by B-29 from Roswell Army Airfield at 10 a. m., Tuesday at the command of Brig. 
Gen. Roger Ramey, 8th Air Force commanding officer here.33

The time of 10 a.m. appears to be confirmed by Robert Porter, who stated, “After we landed at Fort Worth, Col. Jennings told us to take 
care of maintenance of the plane and that after a guard was posted, we could eat lunch.”34 If the plane left at 10 AM MST, it would have 
arrived around 1PM CST, which is consistent with a late lunch. Another confirmation for a mid-morning take-off to Fort Worth was 
the rumor circulated on UP wire at 3:42 PM MST:

REPORTS FROM THE ROSWELL BASE SAID THAT MAJOR MARCEL WAS AT EIGHTH ARMY HEADQUARTERS IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, BUT 
THAT “HE MIGHT BE ON HIS WAY BACK TO ROSWELL BY PLANE NOW.” 35

If the source thought the plane may be on its way back at this point, the source must have known the plane left RAAF earlier in the 
morning.  

What happened next is difficult to determine since there is little record of what happened between 1PM and the press conference.  
Supposedly, the press conference occurred between 4 and 6PM so there are three hours of unaccounted time.  The best explanation 
is that the General was busy with other duties for the day.  Marcel would have to wait with his debris until the General would have 
time to see him. Marcel seemed to confirm this in one interview:

…but when I got to Carswell [Fort Worth AAF], General Ramey wasn’t there.... 36

One possibility is that General Ramey was planning a press conference with the local media.  It is known that Jay Bond Johnson was 
sent with his camera to the base to photograph the debris that was coming in from Roswell.  It seems likely that General Ramey 
wanted to be the one who announced the recovery of a flying disc to the media and he was waiting for the media to arrive.

Meanwhile, something peculiar happened at the B-29.  According to Robert Porter,  “When we came back from lunch, they told us they 
had transferred the material to a B-25.”37 Marcel seemed to confirm this by stating, “It [the material] was transferred to a transport”38

Thomas Dubose gave varying accounts but this one appeared to confirm that something was transferred to another plane:

I put the debris in a heavy mail pouch, sealed it and locked it. I then sealed it to the wrist of Al Clark and escorted him out to a B-25 out on 
a runway and sent him to General McMullen in Washington”39
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This was probably the debris gathered by Brazel and his family. Meanwhile, the debris wrapped in brown paper was taken by Marcel 
to the General’s office.   According to Marcel, the material brought to the office was not all of the debris and most of it was still back 
in the plane:

What we had was only a very small portion of the debris there was a whole lot more. There was half a B-29-ful outside. 40

The press conference was supposed to be Ramey’s big moment but a junior officer at Roswell was about to upstage him.

The press release

While Marcel was in, or on his way, to Fort Worth, a press release was being issued by the base Public Affairs Officer, Lt. Walter 
Haut.  Who authorized it was unclear.  The 1947 media referred to “officials” and Lt. Haut.  Haut would later claim that it was 

Colonel Blanchard who gave permission.  

The UP wires provided by Frank Joyce indicated the story was released at 2:41 PM MST.  The Daily Illini story, which cites the AP wire 
story as it evolved, stated the first time the story appeared was 2:26 PM MST.   So, Haut must have issued the press release at some 
point after lunch. 

The early wire stories are interesting as they tend to confirm what Mack Brazel would later state:

SHERIFF GEORGE WILCOX (CORRECT) OF ROSWELL WAYS THAT THE DISC WAS FOUND ABOUT THREE WEEKS AGO BY A RANCHER BY THE 
NAME OF W. W. BRIZELL ON THE FOSTER RANCH NEAR CORONA, ABOUT 75 MILES NORTHWEST OF ROSWELL NEAR THE CENTER OF NEW 
MEXICO...SHERIFF WILCOX QUOTES BRIZELL AS SAYING THAT “IT MORE OR LESS SEEMED LIKE TINFOIL.”  WILCOX SAYS THAT BRIZELL SAID 
THAT THE DIXC WAS BROKEN SOME, APPARENTLY FROM THE FALL.  THE SHERIFF SAYS THAT BRIZELL DESCRIBED THE OBJECT ABOUT AS 
LARGE AS A SAFE IN THE SHERIFF’S  OFFICE.  HE ADDED THAT THE SAFE WAS ABOUT THREE AND ONE-HALF BY FOUR FEE.41 

These remarks first appeared at 3:16PM MST, less than one hour after the story had reached the AP news wires. It seems likely these 
comments were based on what Brazel had actually told Wilcox the day before and not due to any script provided by the military.

The press release caused quite the stir in the upper chain of command because there are statements in the press that Lt. Haut had 
received some reprimands from Washington DC about announcing the news prematurely. There is also the possibility that the press 
release had upstaged Ramey and his staff was the source of these “rebukes”.

Lt. Haught reportedly told reporters that he had been “shut up by two blistering phone calls from Washington”42

and

AAF headquarters in Washington reportedly delivered a” “blistering” rebuke to officers at the Roswell, N. M., base for suggesting that it 
was a “flying disk.” 43

The idea that Haut issued the press release on his own was mentioned by Jesse Marcel Sr. during his interviews in the 1970s:

We had an eager beaver PIO (Public Information Officer) who took it upon himself to call the AP on this thing…I heard that the brass 
fried him later on for putting out that press release, but then I can’t say so for sure… It was the public information officer, Haut I believe 
his name was, who called the AP and later wrote the press release. I heard he wasn’t authorized to do this, and I believe he was severely 
reprimanded for it. I think all the way from Washington.44

Nobody will ever know if Blanchard authorized the press release or Haut issued it on his own initiative. However,  there seems to be 
evidence that the announcement was not part of some grand plan to announce the recovery of a flying disk so they could rapidly 
debunk it.

The press conference

While the news wires were buzzing with the news, Ramey was just beginning his press conference.  He seems to have been 
caught off guard that the media had learned about the debris being in Fort Worth.

Ramey said he hadn’t actually seen it himself as yet.  He went to take a look, and called back that it was about 25 feet in diameter.  He said 
he was shipping it on to Wright Field, Ohio, but would have one of the meteorological officers look at it first. . .45 

Ramey said he couldn’t let anybody look at the thing or photograph it because Washington had clamped a “security lid” on all but the 
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sketchiest details.    “The object,” he said, “is in my office right now and as far as I can see there is nothing to get excited about.  It looks to 
me like the remnant of a weather balloon and a radar reflector.” 46

Eventually, Jay Bond Johnson arrived with his camera from the Fort Worth Star Telegram. According to the MUFON journal of Sep-
tember 1990 (“3 hours that shook the press”), he arrived some time after 4PM.   There, he found the debris displayed on top of brown 
wrapping paper.  Several photographs were taken as Marcel, Dubose, and Ramey all posed with the debris.  

The only reporter that has ever been identified as being present was Jay Bond Johnson.  However, Marcel claimed there were many 
and they all saw the part of the actual debris:  

…they had a lot of news reporters and a slew of microphones that wanted to talk to me, but I couldn’t say anything. I couldn’t say any-
thing until I talked to the general. I had to go under his orders. And he said [Marcel Chuckles], “Well, just don’t say anything.” So I said, 
“General, Colonel Blanchard told me to get this stuff to Wright Patterson.” And he said, “You leave it right here. We’ll take care of it from 
here.” And that was the end of it – that was the end of my part of it. I still don’t know what I picked up. 47

Just after we got to Carswell, Fort Worth, we were told to bring some of this stuff up to the general’s office - that he wanted to take a look 
at it. We did this and spread it out on the floor on some brown paper. What we had was only a very small portion of the debris there was 
a whole lot more. There was half a B-29-ful outside. General Ramey allowed some members of the press in to take a picture of this stuff. 
They took one picture of me on the floor holding up some of the less-interesting metallic debris. The press was allowed to photograph 
this, but were not allowed far enough into the room to touch it. The stuff in that one photo was pieces of the actual stuff we had found. It 
was not a staged photo.48 

“The newsman saw very little of the material, very small portion of it. And none of the important things, like these members that had 
these hieroglyphics or markings on them” 49

What you see there is nothing but a piece of brown paper that I put over so that the news media couldn’t get a picture of what I had.50

According to the crashed spaceship proponents, the debris had been switched before the press conference even started. The source 
of this story is Walter Haut, who told researchers that Marcel told him this:

Marcel said that he had brought it to Ramey’s office, where the general examined it and then decided that he wanted to see exactly where 
the object crashed. Marcel and Ramey left for the map room and while they were gone, someone carried the wreckage out, replacing it 
with the weather balloon long before any reporters were allowed into the office. 51

However, this is not what Marcel told Linda Corley. He implied he was part of the cover-up process:

Linda: .....when they let the press take this picture [Marcel photo] they still told you to cover the stuff up?

Jesse: Right. Well, he didn’t have to tell me that. I knew that. 52

In a controversial interview with Jamie Shandera, Thomas Dubose told him that there was no switch.

Q. There are two researchers who are presently saying that the debris in General Ramey’s office had been switched and that you men had 
a weather balloon there.

A. Oh Bull! That material was never switched! 

Q. So, what you’re saying is that the material in General Ramey’s office was the actual debris brought in from Roswell?

A. That’s right.

Q. So, not you or anyone else ever switched that material for the cover story?

A. We never switched anything. We were under orders from Washington to look at that material. We wouldn’t have switched anything.  
We were West Pointers -- we never would have done that.53

When Shandera asked about the material in the photographs, Dubose responded, “That’s the material that Marcel brought into Ft. 
Worth from Roswell”54 

It is interesting that Dubose was never asked in his interviews by the Roswell investigators if the debris had been switched.  Only 
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Billy Cox got him to say that there had been a substitution.  However, when one examines his affidavit, we find Dubose stating, “The 
material shown in the photograph taken in Maj. Gen. Ramey’s office was a weather balloon. The Weather Balloon explanation for the 
material was a cover story to divert the attention of the press” 55. There is no mention of a switch in that document.

The general consensus is that the press conference occurred between 5 and 6PM.  This was about the time that the AP wire was 
indicating the object was a weather balloon.  At 6:17 PM, the FBI office in Dallas sent a telegram to their office in Cincinnati 

MAJOR CURTAN, HEADQUARTERS EIGHTH AIR FORCE, TELEPHONICALLY ADVISED THIS OFFICE THAT AN OBJECT PURPORTING TO BE A 
FLYING DISC WAS RECOVERED NEAR ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO THIS DATE. THE DISC IS HEXAGONAL IN SHAPE AND WAS SUSPENDED FROM 
A BALLON BY CABLE, WHICH BALLON WAS APPROXIMATELY TWENTY FEET IN DIAMETER. MAJOR CURTAN FURTHER ADVISED THAT THE 
OBJECT FOUND RESEMBLES A HIGH ALTITUDE WEATHER BALLOON WITH A RADAR REFLECTOR, BUT THAT TELEPHONIC CONVERSATION 
BETWEEN THEIR OFFICE AND WRIGHT FIELD HAD NOT (UNINTELLIGIBLE) BORNE OUT THIS BELIEF. DISC AND BALLOON BEING TRANS-
PORTED TO WRIGHT FIELD BY SPECIAL PLANE FOR EXAMINATION. INFORMATION PROVIDED THIS OFFICE BECAUSE OF NATIONAL INTER-
EST IN CASE AND FACT THAT NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY, ASSOCIATED PRESS, AND OTHERS ATTEMPTING TO BREAK STORY 
OF LOCATION OF DISC TODAY. MAJOR CURTAN ADVISED WOULD REQUEST WRIGHT FIELD TO ADVISE CINCINNATI OFFICE RESULTS OF 
EXAMINATION. NO FURTHER INVESTIGATION BEING CONDUCTED. 56

It is interesting that the size of the balloon was estimated at twenty feet.  Ramey was quoted by some that he estimated the size 
to be about twenty-five feet in diameter.  It appears that the estimates of size had to do with the quantity of debris that had been 
brought into the office.  If laid out flat, along with the balloon material, the size begins to approach twenty feet in size. 

At the close of the press conference, Irving Newton would confirm Ramey’s “suspicion” that it was a RAWIN target and balloon:

I was the only weather forecaster on duty … I received a call from some one in General Ramey’s office by a Lt Col or Col who told me that 
some one had found a flying saucer in New Mexico and they had it in the General’s office … the General suspicioned that it might be me-
teorological equipment or something of that nature and wanted it examined by qualified meteorological personnel… as soon as I saw 
it, I giggled and asked if that was the flying saucer. I was told it was... I was convinced at the time that this was a balloon with a RAWIN 
target and remain convinced… While I was examining the debris, Major Marcel was picking up pieces of the target sticks and trying to 
convince me that some notations on the sticks were alien writings. There were figures on the sticks lavender or pink in color, appeared to 
be weather faded markings with no rhyme or reason. He did not convince me these were alien writings. 57

The press accounts stated the time duration between announcement and identification was just three hours, which implies that 
Newton had arrived around 6PM.

It was a good three hours after the first official announcement before an Army weather officer burst the bubble. The object, he declared, 
was nothing more than an Army weather balloon and its kite. 58

Later, Warrant Officer Irving Newton, Stetsonville, Wis., weather officer at Fort Worth, examined the object and said definitely that it was 
nothing but a badly smashed target used to determine the direction and velocity of high altitude winds.59

After the press conference was completed, it seems the debris that was in Ramey’s office was disposed of:

A public relations officer here said the balloon was in his officer said the balloon  was in his office “and it’ll probably stay right  there”.60  

However, the rest of the debris may have been sent to Wright field on the B-25 as described by Dubose, Porter, and Marcel.  This 
would explain the confusion about materials not leaving Fort Worth and materials being delivered to Wright field.

Mack Brazel’s curtain call

Meanwhile, back in Roswell, Mack Brazel finally was able to tell his version of events to the media.  Marcel implied that he left 
Brazel back at the ranch by himself on Monday evening. According to Roswell legend,  the military took custody of him at 

some point and coached him to tell a specific story about finding rubber and tin foil.  That is not what was stated by the 1947 news 
media:

Brazel was brought here late yesterday be W. E. Whitmore, of radio station KGFL, had his picture taken and gave an interview to the Re-
cord and Jason Kellahin, sent here from the Albuquerque bureau of the Associated Press to cover the story. 61

So how did W. E. Whitmore find Mack Brazel?  Did the military give Brazel to Whitmore?  Walter Haut, who claimed to know every-
thing that occurred on base, indicated that Whitmore had brought Brazel into town:
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...Walt Whitmore had practically kidnapped him (Brazel). Walt was an old, old time newspaperman. You never could quite tell whether 
everything he was saying was all the truth...I think the rumor was that Walt was moving him from place to place. This was a big...it’s a 
much more interesting story when you move a man from place to place...To my knowledge. I did not know he had been on base. 62

Kellahin seemed to confirm the idea that Whitmore was responsible for Brazel when he stated, “Whitmore did his best to maneuver 
Brazel away from the rest of the press” 63. 

We know that the Kellahin interview happened late in the day.  Kellahin had  stated it was “Late that afternoon or early evening” 64 and 
a 1947 story stated that “..he told the Associated Press in Roswell early this morning.”65  The same statement would appear in other pa-
pers (Twin Falls Idaho -Times-news , Oakland Tribune) This was probably in reference to when the news hit the wire, which indicates 
the story may  have not been sent out until after midnight.  Coupled with the phrase “Late yesterday” in the RDR story indicates that 
it probably was more like 7 or 8 PM local time (or possibly later) when this transpired.  

Based on this information, it seems reasonable that Whitmore, when he got wind of the story (either through press release or learn-
ing about the story from Sheriff Wilcox), left for the Foster Ranch and got Brazel back into town in time for the interview. The distance 
was about 100 miles with half of it on a major road. One can assume, under good conditions, it would take about six hours to make 
the round trip. Based on all this running back and forth to Roswell, is it any surprise that Brazel regretted even mentioning he found 
the debris when he was interviewed?

The rest of the story that Brazel told is well known and does not require repeating here.  However, one has to wonder about the de-
scription Brazel gave and how it does not reflect the quantity of debris that was displayed in Ramey’s office.  If he had been coached, 
he would have given the description to fit what was shown in the office and not of some larger quantity of materials.

Conspiracies, lies, and subterfuge...oh my!

If one sees this as a case of a story that became clearer as the details became known instead of a case that became obscured by 
a conspiracy as time elapsed, the minor inconsistent reports are understandable.  Roswell proponents choose another version 

where they see a massive cover-up machine that went into action right away and left not a shred of evidence in their wake.  One 
might as well be talking about the shooter on the grassy knoll or controlled explosives in the world trade center towers.   There is 
nothing that will ever convince the Roswell proponents that what was found was some sort of balloon and radar reflector mix be-
cause they will always rationalize that any paper trail was manufactured or obscured by the conspiracy behind all of this.  However, 
speaking for the skeptics, I would be convinced that it was an alien spaceship crash if some solid and verifiable documentation 
would surface stating this.  So far, that evidence is missing and I doubt that any “dream team” will ever produce such evidence.
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In the book, The Roswell Incident, the demise of the alien space-
ship is linked to a freak thunderstorm that appeared over central 

New Mexico. Bill Brazel relates what transpired:

Dad was in the ranch house with two of the younger kids late one 
evening when a terrible lightning storm came up.  He said it was the 
worst lightning storm he had ever seen [and you can be sure he had 
seen a lot of them], not much rain with it, just lightning--strike after 
strike....in the middle of this storm there was an odd sort of explo-
sion, not like the ordinary thunder, but different....1

So began the legend of the thunderstorm that signified the crash 
of an alien spaceship. In the same book, Jesse Marcel would 
state:

It seems to me that Brazel told me that he thought he heard an odd 
explosion late in the evening several days earlier during an electrical 
storm, but paid no special attention to it at the time....2 

His description of what transpired is somewhat different in an in-
terview with Bob Pratt:

I faintly remember he told me he heard an explosion at night and 
the following day he went out there in that direction and he saw 
that stuff.3

Missing is the part of the lightning/thunderstorm. It is possible that Moore might have told Marcel about Bill Brazel’s story or vice 
versa, which resulted in some contamination of their testimony.  Marcel would mention the storm story again to Linda Corley. 

Some have suggested  that the thunder/lightning storm actually caused the crash, while others suggest it was just coincidental.  
Over the years, people have tried to look for records of this thunderstorm.  In the book, The UFO crash at Roswell, Don Schmitt and 
Kevin Randle wrote:

According to meteorological records, on the evening of July 2, 1947 a thunderstorm hit the vicinity of Corona, New Mexico.  4

No specific weather records are cited or presented for this claim. Karl Pflock would write there were no records of any significant 
thunderstorms:

...official National Weather Service records have established beyond any doubt that the only thunderstorm activity anywhere in all of 
southeastern and south-central New Mexico from July 2 and July 7 was at Alamogordo the afternoon of July 2, with a  trace of rain re-
ported at Cloudcroft  on the same date, both locations far distant from the site north of Roswell.5

Meanwhile, David Rudiak has made the claim that there was thunderstorm activity in the vicinity of the Foster Ranch on July 2nd 
and July 4th.  His evidence appears to be from newspapers from the time period.

Based on these claims, I decided to check the weather data using the media accounts at the time.  In SUNlite 2-5, I mentioned some 
of this but I wanted to look a little closer.  I once again checked the Albuquerque Journal weather ob-
servations from across the state for those dates (see below), the historical weather maps (see July 1-5 
maps on page 16), and even the forecasts from the Albuquerque Journal. The forecasts are really not 
very informative.  Most of the time it states that there would be widely scattered  or occasional thunder-
storms (See July 2nd Albuquerque Journal weather forecast to the right).  The weather reports are more 
informative.  However, the only significant rainfall during this time period seems to have occurred in the 
northeastern part of the state.  Clayton, NM (over 200 miles from the Foster Ranch) received 1.49 inches 
of rain on the 2nd of July.  The stations near the Foster Ranch (Albuquerque, Carrizozo, and 
Roswell) report only a miniscule amount of rain on the 1st.  Albuquerque did report a trace 
on the 4th but the other two stations recorded none with observations of “Clear” and “Partly 
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cloudy” skies. This is consistent with what the historical weather maps for the time period show: 

Historical weather maps  for July 1-5 (left to right) at 0130 EST 

I also checked the weather underground web site and found hourly observations for Roswell and Albuquerque.  The only observa-
tions of thunderstorms between July 1 and 4, were Roswell on July 1st at 2:00 PM and Albuquerque on July 1st at 3:00 and 4:00 
PM.  This confirms the weather observations listed in the Albuquerque Tribune for July 2-5, which states the only time any rain was 
recorded at these locations was on the first of July (see observations from the July 2nd paper).  

In another attempt to identify significant thunderstorm activity in early July of 1947, I decided to consult the July 1947 Monthly 
Weather Review. It listed all the recorded significant storm activity in the United States for July of 1947.

Notice that there is no record of any significant thunderstorm activity in New Mexico for early July of 1947 except 
for Colfax County (which is in the northern part of the state, the “south-central” statement is for the location in the 
county) on the 1st and 6th of July.  This is also consistent with what was reported in the Albuquerque Journal.  

The same journal presents a map showing the rainfall in New Mexico for the month (see image to the right).  This 
is probably from the same stations recorded in the Albuquerque Journal.  The amount of rainfall for central New 
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Mexico was around 1-inch.  There were significant thunderstorms in mid-month according to the severe storm table and Albuquer-
que Journal weather records.  There was a heavy storm on the 17th in Mountainair, NM and Carrizozo recorded 0.71 inches on the 
16th and 0.12 inches on the 17th. 

All of this indicates that there were no significant thunderstorms in New Mexico between the evening of July 2nd and July 4th, 
which is when the event supposedly occurred.  While we can not rule out the possibility that an isolated thunderstorm did appear, 
we also can state that there is no evidence in the records that such a storm positively occurred over the Foster Ranch during that 
week.   All we have are decades old stories that there was a thunderstorm in early July that coincided (or possibly caused) the crash 
of “the flying disc”.  The weather record does not support this claim and Roswell investigators should either produce the records they 
claim exist or concede the idea that a thunderstorm was involved is unlikely.    
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Can lightning take out a flying saucer?

I was watching a NOVA program called “Crash of flight 447” one day and they discussed if it was possible that an airplane could 
be taken out by a bolt of lightning.  According to the program, planes are struck by lightning at least once a year.  They even 

produced a video of an airplane being struck by lightning while in flight (see image to the right).  While these pilots were probably 
very alarmed by the event, the plane appeared to continue on its flight unaffected.  Apparently, the design of our airplanes makes 
it difficult for a bolt of lightning to take out an aircraft.  

One can add to this bit of information the launch of Apollo 12, which was stuck by lightning twice after liftoff!  Despite this almost 
catastrophic event, the mission continued and the spacecraft was not permanently damaged.   

This brings into question the idea that a lightning strike could have destroyed an advanced alien spaceship.  Earthly spaceships 
and aircraft seem to have no problems handling such an event. Why would this alien spaceship be unable to handle this expected  
situation? Have any other alien spaceships been destroyed by lightning? It is one of those perplexing mysteries surrounding the 
supposed crash of an alien spaceship near Roswell. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=036hpBvjoQw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=036hpBvjoQw


One of the endless arguments concerning the New York University flight #4 hypotheses for explaining the Roswell debris has to 
do with the existence of flight #4, what materials it had, and could the wind data support a flight to the Foster Ranch.  Back in 

1997, Professor Charles Moore wrote a section in the book “UFO Crash at Roswell: Genesis of a modern myth”, which tried to answer 
these arguments.  However, UFOlogists have raised some questions that are worth examining about these balloons and if it was 
possible that the flight could have produced the debris.

Crary’s journal

The documented record is clear that flight #5 was launched on June 5th, 1947 but there is no real record of flight #4.  According 
to Professor Charles Moore, it was not recorded because they could not obtain useful tracking/altitude data from the flight.  So, 

while it was launched/planned, it failed to be listed in the official documentation.  However, there is an entry in Dr. Crary’ journal that 
indicates when flight #4 might have been launched:

Jun 4 Wed. Out to Tularosa Range and fired charges between 00 and 06 this am. No balloon flights again on account of clouds. Flew 
regular sonobuoy up in cluster of balloons and had good luck on receiver on ground but poor on plane. Out with Thompson pm. Shot 
charges from 1800 to 2400. 1

At first glance, this indicates that a flight had been canceled and another flight had been launched with a sonobuoy microphone.  
Professor Moore stated that this entry was taken from Crary’s handwritten field notes and recorded as one item. He interpreted 
this to mean that a flight had been planned sometime in the middle of the night but clouds had delayed the launching. Once the 
weather was clear enough, the flight was then launched.  

There are some notes in Crary’s journal to support the idea that they had planned a middle of the night balloon launch on their first 
attempt.  He states on June 2nd:

Changed shooting plans to coordinate with balloon flights.2 

On June 3rd, he wrote:

Up at 2:30 am ready to fly balloon but abandoned due to cloudy skies.3 

On June 5th, he wrote the following in regards to flight #5, which would be launched around sunrise at 0500:

Up at 4 to shoot two charges for balloon flight. 4

This means the charges he set off between midnight and 6 AM in his June 4th entry may have been to coincide with a balloon flight. 
Moore’s analysis of the weather indicates there were clouds in the area until the early morning and it might have cleared enough 
for a launch as early as 3AM.  

Was it just a microphone?

Flight #4 opponents’ argue that Moore’s interpretation is not correct. They read the entry to mean that the constant level flight 
configuration had been canceled. The balloon train was then stripped of equipment, and the resultant flight only had a micro-

phone attached.  As a result, the only thing sent up was a scaled down flight that had no radar reflectors.

We will never know exactly one way or the other what was on this “cluster of balloons” but there are possibilities that both sides have 
not considered. As a result, I present the following possible explanation for the “cluster of balloons” flight.

0000 Flight #4 was to be launched but the weather did not support it.  Because it was being launched at night, it would have been 
difficult to track the flight visually even with a nearly full moon present.  Prior to radar, it was standard procedure to put a paper 
lantern with a candle on weather balloons for visual tracking purposes at night. However, that would not be possible with an NYU 
flight.  The possibility that the SCR-584 could track the balloons was not ignored by  the team and they probably decided to use 
the same types of radar reflectors that planned to use on flight #2.  Since the weather did not support the launch of the flight at 
midnight, it was either canceled or delayed.

0300-0600 At some point the weather cleared enough to attempt a launch.  If the flight had been canceled, as stated, the balloons 
would either have been released or used for the flight with the microphone.  Assuming that these balloons were used with the 
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The Cluster of balloons
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microphone, flight #4 opponents state that everything else would have been stripped off the train because that is what Professor 
Moore had stated would happen in the event of a canceled flight.  It is possible that this might have happened but not to the ex-
tent that is stated where only balloons and a microphone were launched.  The radar reflectors could have remained on the ‘cluster 
of balloons” for several reasons:

1. They were expendable items that were not that important for use on the next flight.  

2. They were needed to track the balloon flight with the radar if it was still dark.

3. It would be a good test of how good the SCR-584 tracking was for future use in balloon flights.

What may have been removed were the items that would be necessary for the next flight such as the radiosonde and “dribbler” 
for maintaining altitude.  The more items that were stripped from the flight, the more lift the assembly would have. If no balloons 
were removed to compensate, then the flight would have risen at a much higher rate than planned.  All of this would affect the 
computed trajectory of this “cluster of balloons”.

The cluster of balloons with a sonobuoy was never recovered as far as anyone can tell.  The plane gave up the chase when it could 
not receive a signal. It probably left the range of the SCR-584 radar (about 40 miles) shortly after launch. Professor Moore stated the 
operators also had trouble tracking the balloon flights even when they had reflectors. It appears that the use of the one short range 
radar was inadequate to track these balloon flights and the use of radar reflectors would be worthless until they received radar 
equipment that could track the flights further downwind. As a result, flights 5 and 6 had no radar reflectors and were apparently 
launched around sunrise in order to allow visual tracking.   The next flight that was launched before sunrise was flight #8 in July. It 
was launched around 3AM and was tracked with radar because it remained in the vicinity of Alamogordo.

Footprints in the desert

The flight path for this “cluster of balloons” that was launched on June 4th has been a point of contention by many UFOlogists. 
There have been accusations that Professor Charles Moore had intentionally falsified the data in order to compute the trajectory 

he desired.  Dave Thomas wrote in SUNlite 2-3 that Moore did no such thing and Moore had told him:

...the publishers of the Saler/ Ziegler/Moore book mangled the table of values explaining the MOGUL trajectory calculations, and mashed 
together alternating rows into single, garbled rows of data.5

In either case, the table has errors in it that appear to invalidate the work.  Meanwhile, UFOlogists have computed their own trajec-
tories and have implied it is impossible for the flight to have made it to the ranch. 

Many years ago, I spent a great deal of time computing various possible trajectories for this flight by varying the different factors that 
could affect the flight path.  On several occasions I had the balloons landing within a few miles of the Foster Ranch.  Other variations 
had the balloons landing in various places dozens of miles of the Foster Ranch giving me the impression that it was possible that 
these variables produced a general “footprint” of potential landing sites. That “footprint” could include the Foster Ranch.  As noted 
by Professor Moore, the winds do tend to support a trajectory towards the Foster Ranch.   The surface winds measured at the time 
(heading in a direction of about 45-65 degrees azimuth) in conjunction with the stratospheric winds (which were blowing towards 
the WNW) indicate this trajectory is possible.   Variables such as the rate at which the balloons rose, the actual altitude where the 
winds shifted, the length of time the balloons lasted before bursting, the descent rate of the balloons, and the actual wind speeds 
at the time can affect the balloon flight and where it might have landed.    One can not conclusively state if this “cluster of  balloons” 
made it to the Foster Ranch or not. However, as noted by Professor Moore, the description by Mack Brazel seems to indicate the 
recovery of an NYU team balloon train made up of neoprene balloons and radar reflectors. A coincidence that it hard to dismiss. 
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One of the most interesting interpretations concerning the Foster Ranch debris field and debris is how the story evolved over the 
years and different writers have interpreted the testimony and accounts.  In 1947, the documented statements by Marcel and 

Brazel indicated a debris field consisting mostly of sticks, tape, rubber, and paper-backed tin foil.  However, this description would 
change thirty years later.

The gouge/debris field

In the late 1970s, Jesse Marcel Sr., Bill Brazel, and Bessie Brazel were first interviewed regarding the debris field.   While the book, The 
Roswell Incident, asserted that the UFO had dug up the ground, this is not what these individuals stated:

Jesse Marcel’s description of the debris field contradicted the conclusion that a gouge was present:

Whatever it was had to have exploded in the air above ground level. It had disintegrated before it hit the ground. The wreckage was scat-
tered over an area of about three quarters of a mile long and several hundred feet wide. 1

...nothing actually hit the ground, bounced on the ground. It was something that must have exploded above ground and fell...scattered 
all over. Just like you’d explode something above the ground and just fall to the ground... It was traveling from north-east to south-west, 
it was in that pattern, you could tell where it started and where it ended by how it thinned out. 2

The area was thoroughly checked, he said,  but no fresh impact depressions were found in the sand.” 3

Bill Brazel, who would later state there was a gouge, did not indicate this in his earliest interviews and seemed to state there was 
nothing there to indicate where the debris had been: 

One time I asked dad whether there was any burned spot on the ground where the wreckage was. He said no, but that he noticed on his 
second trip out there that some of the vegetation in the area seemed singed a bit at the tips - not burned, just singed. I don’t recall seeing 
anything like that myself, but that’s what he said. 4

Bessie Brazel gave no description of a gouge and basically described the debris field as:

“so much debris scattered over pasture land.” 5 

In none of these interviews is there ever any mention of a gouge.  

By the late 1980s, the Roswell story was picking up steam.  Kevin Randle and Don Schmitt took the idea that there was a gouge and 
cemented it into Roswell legend with a little help from Bill Brazel.  Bill, who did not mention a gouge ten years before, now remem-
bers a huge impact gouge that lasted for over a year. 

This thing made quite a track down through there. It took a year or two for it to grass back over and heal up. 6

The debris field was oriented northwest to southeast. Marcel said it was about three-quarters of a mile long and two to three hundred feet 
across with a gouge at the top end of it that was about five hundred feet long and ten feet wide.7

In addition to getting Marcel’s statement about a gouge wrong, Randle and Schmitt also rotated the debris field’s orientation by 
90 degrees.  They list the source of their information as being from Len Stringfield’s “Crash retrieval syndrome” paper to MUFON in 
1980.  This was reprinted in Flying Saucer Review (Vol 28 No. 3) but there is no statement by Marcel describing a gouge and he only 
stated there were no fresh impact depressions.  Stringfield referred to the event in his article as “a violent aerial explosion” 8, mirroring 
Marcel’s comments to Pratt that nothing actually hit the ground.

Years later,  Kevin Randle would state in an on-line web site (that is no longer available but can be found at http://web.archive.org/
web/20000612161730/http://www.randlereport.com/report4.html): 

And now there is a newly discovered taped interview with Jesse Marcel, Sr. It was made in 1980 and contains a number of interesting 
statements by Marcel. Among them, reportedly, is mention of a gouge. If true, it means that Marcel had mentioned the gouge nearly 
twenty years ago. Allegations of contamination simply won’t wash. And it answers the question that if there had been a gouge, why 
hadn’t Marcel mentioned it. Now it seems that he had. 9

For some unknown reason, we never got to see the text of this interview and it seems far different than what Marcel was telling ev-
eryone over the years.  Despite the fact that Jesse Marcel Sr. consistently stated there was no evidence of a hard impact, the gouge 
is an accepted part of the Foster Ranch debris field.  

Looking for the evidence

In September of 1989, the Center for UFO studies (CUFOS) performed a scientific study of the crash site identified by Bill Brazel.  The 
results were documented in UFO crash at Roswell but nothing of significance was found. Over a decade later, another attempt was 

made to find evidence of the crash.

Dr. Bill Doleman headed a dig at the Foster Ranch in 2002 that was funded by the Sci-Fi channel.  While they never recovered any-
thing unusual, the did find an “anomaly” when they dug into the earth with a backhoe.  The dig revealed a V-shaped pattern on  one 
side of the trench that had been made. According to Dr. Doleman:

The crash site and the materials

http://web.archive.org/web/20000612161730/http://www.randlereport.com/report4.html
http://web.archive.org/web/20000612161730/http://www.randlereport.com/report4.html
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These characteristics are essentially consistent with an in-filled and buried furrow or gouge resulting from an impact strong enough to 
significantly disturb the ground surface....The fact that several characteristics of the feature are consistent with expectations of a now-
buried (by natural or human actions) impact mark, together with the feature’s discovery within a few meters of the furrow’s projected 
location, strongly suggests the possibility that the anomaly may, in fact, be a preserved impact mark.  The feature is not evident in the 
north profile of the backhoe trench, however, nor in any of the other cross-furrow trenches, although it should be noted that none of the 
others is closer than 30-35 meters. 10

He also suggested other explanations for the anomaly:

Alternative explanations can be offered for the anomaly in SU103. One is that the feature is a large animal burrow (coyote or fox size) that 
was serendipitously bisected by the SU103 trench. As noted earlier, a coyote or fox burrow was observed near Study Unit 8 and is assumed 
to be typical of such features, exhibiting a single entrance that enters the ground at an angle of 40-45 degrees, the same angle as the left 
side of the SU-103 anomaly. 11

A few weeks later Dr. Doleman noted that the anomaly did not maintain its integrity with time:

Because of the potential significance of the SU-103 trench anomaly, it was left undisturbed until subsequent visits to the site....on October 
16 and 17, Doleman revisited the site to complete soilstraigraphy studies and investigate the trench anomaly again. By this time, some 22 
days after its discovery, it was clear that the anomaly’s defining attributes had faded considerably, with some of the fine grained sediment 
line marking the left side having disappeared.... 12

In an effort to see if the anomaly extended further into the ground, as one would expect from an impact mark, he scraped away 
some of the dirt and discovered that there was nothing underneath the surface:

...a trowel was used to scrape away about 2-3 cm of the exposed profile for the purpose of determining if the anomaly was a superficial 
feature of the profile, or if its outline continued into the deposits behind the profile....Although the scraped profile was re-wetted for the 
photograph, the original outline of the anomaly largely disappeared after scraping.... The apparent failure of the SU 103 anomaly to 
extend into the profile suggests that, whatever its origin, the feature was, in fact, superficial.13

While Dr. Doleman gave no conclusion about the anomaly, its superficial nature suggests that it was not due to any impact feature 
as originally suspected.

The unbreakable materials

Proponents like to make much of some of the descriptions about the materials that were recovered.  We are told by the Marcel’s 
that the beams were unbreakable and the foil could not be dented by a sledge hammer.  We are also told by several people that 

the foil could be wadded into a ball and it would immediately return back to its original shape when released.  As exotic as this all 
sounds, nobody was able to retain one scrap of these exotic materials.  Jesse Marcel Jr. had it in his hands but then allowed his father 
to put it in his car and his mother to sweep the remaining scraps out of the house. 

If these materials were so strong and had “self-healing” properties, one wonders how such materials could shatter into thousands 
of tiny pieces no more than a few feet/inches across.  Why didn’t the craft simply heal itself back up?  Why did these I-beams break 
in a manner described in Jesse Marcel Jr.’s affidavit with the ragged ends if they were unbreakable?  While the description of the 
material’s properties decades later seem exotic, the description of the debris field being littered with small  fragments indicate a 
more mundane source of materials. 

Collecting all the pieces

Another part of the story has to do with the military collecting 
every scrap of material from the crash site.  Despite the massive 

use of manpower, Bill Brazel claimed he found scraps of the space-
ship while riding about on the ranch.  This would later be collected 
by the military, who learned about his souvenirs.   

The truth of the matter is that efforts to collect all the material from 
a military crash site is never 100% effective.  Peter Merlin discussed 
this in his efforts to locate the crash site for a downed A-12 aircraft 
near  Wendover AFB (see his October 2003 article “Oxcart down”).  
Despite efforts to locate every scrap of debris and hide the impact 
site, Peter was able to locate all sorts of fragments from the plane. 
The actual impact crater still can even be seen in aerial photographs 
(see Google Earth image to the right)!  

Dr. Doleman did collect all sorts of objects at the dig site on the Foster Ranch but nothing was shown to be unusual in nature. He 
would conclude

The project sought to uncover remnants of the two most commonly reported kinds of physical evidence: a furrow and unusual debris. No 
conclusive evidence of either was found..... 14

http://roadrunnersinternationale.com/oxcart_down_5.html
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Dr. Doleman never identified everything that was recovered but also noted none of the debris looked exotic.  He did desire  to study 
some of the unidentified debris further but the Sci-FI channel pulled their funding of the project. This may have been a monetary 
consideration or it is possible they did not want any one to identify the remaining debris as earthly. The failure to find even a small 
piece of this exotic debris in the soil indicates that such materials may have never existed.

State of the Foster ranch debris site

To date, there have been two scientific attempts to look at the debris field and locate some unusual debris.  The CUFOS and the 
Sci-Fi channel’s expeditions came up empty.  Meanwhile, others have been walking over the terrain claiming to find all sorts of 

things.  None of these items have ever been shown to be alien in nature.  All of this indicates that the debris field was as described in 
1947 - A bunch of earthly debris scattered over a few hundred yards of ground.    The lack of any physical evidence to support their 
existence demonstrates that they are looking in the wrong place or the exotic materials and gouge never existed.
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Debris field simulation

One of the arguments presented against the Project MOGUL explanation for the Foster Ranch debris is that there would not 
be enough debris to match the descriptions given.  The problem with that argument is that they misrepresent what has been 

reported by the primary witnesses.

Dense debris concentration?

All the Roswell proponents state that there was a dense concentration of debris at the Foster Ranch but that is not what was 
stated by Mack Brazel.  He described it as:

Brazel said that he did not see it fall from the sky and did not see it before it was torn up, so he did not know the size or shape it might 
have been, but he thought it might have been about as large as a table top. The balloon which held it up, if that was how it worked, must 
have been 12 feet long, he felt, measuring the distance by the size of the room in which he sat. The rubber was smoky gray in color and 
scattered over an area about 200 yards in diameter.1

What about the others, who are known to have seen the debris field:

Bessie Brazel: So much debris scattered over pastureland.2

Jesse Marcel Sr. Scattered all over--just like you’d explode something above the ground and [it would] just fall to the ground.  3

Sheridan Cavitt:  Some here, some here, some here.  No concentration of it.4

When one examines these descriptions, the word that keeps sticking out is “scattered”.   The definitions of the word “scattered” does 
not imply a dense concentration of anything.  

What might have the Mack Brazel debris field looked like?

In an effort to get an idea on what the debris field might look like, 
I decided to perform a scale simulation in my yard.  My yards is 21 

yards long, which is 10% of the 200 yards Brazel reported.  Based 
on my measurements of the balloon (which is a 170 gram vice 350 
gram balloon) the surface area of a deflated balloon is something 
like 570 square inches.  Assuming there were four balloons worth 
of material picked up, that means there was something like 2300 
square inches of rubber laying about in pieces.  One tenth is 230 
square inches. I cut up some black strips of paper that I will use 
to simulate the fragmented balloons.  Three ML-307 reflectors are 
equal to 54 Square feet.  Since it is my theory that Marcel found a 
single reflector a distance away from where Brazel recovered the 
bulk of the material,  I decided to take away one resulting in only 36 
square feet of reflector material.  This is 3.6 square feet of aluminum 
foil that was shredded into sizes varying from a few inches to about 
a foot in size. I included two bamboo sticks.  As additional material, 
I added one black tube for a ballast tube and a ring simulator (using 
a roll of tape).  There may have even been a few other items I did 
not include (parachute, electrical batteries, transmitter, etc.) but this 
gives a reasonable scale model of the debris field.  To me, the term 
“scattered” is an accurate description.

Notes and References
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There recently has been some discussion  about the percentage of UFO reports that are IFOs.  I discussed this in my last issue when 
I answered Stanton Friedman’s complaint that a 90% IFO rate was a “ridiculous proclamation”.  This surfaced again and it seems 

that a certain percentage of UFOlogists claim that the IFO rate is more like 50-80% depending on who is talking.  I found these num-
bers interesting because I would think the one organization that would know the IFO rate would be MUFON, who investigates UFO 
reports.  They give the number of over 90%  on their web site.  

This really seems like a numbers game to me.  UFOlogists seem to want there to be more “genuine” or “true” UFOs, which is why they 
work hard to only accept the statistics that support their conclusion.  I really could care less if the IFO rate is 50, 80, 90, 95, or 99%.  I 
think that UFOlogists really have not figured out what the low IFO numbers imply. 

For instance, let’s assume the number for IFOs is 75%.  That means that in any large number of UFO reports, we should expect to 
see 25% of them being observations of  inexplicable craft.  In 2011, the National UFO Reporting Center (NUFORC) had over 5000 
reports.  If we assume that the other UFO centers (MUFON, CUFOS, independent investigators, etc) have a combined number of 
reports equal to this, that means there are roughly 10,000 UFO reports filed every year.  With the value of 25%, that means 2,500 
cases are actual sightings of “unknown craft operating under intelligent control” (UCOUIC).  These are only the observations that are 
reported.  There may be a hidden number of UCOUICs that were not reported.  Even with 2500 events, that is an average of almost 
seven events a day.  With such a large number of UCOUICs in the skies over the United States, one wonders why none have been 
convincingly recorded or photographed.   The lack of convincing evidence for all of these UCOUICs inhabiting the sky implies that 
the “unknowns” in any database can not all be UCOUICs. If this is so, doesn’t this mean that some (possibly a majority) of the unex-
plained UFO reports really are IFOs yet to be identified?  

I look at the NUFORC and MUFON databases pretty regularly and I see a lot of cases that probably can not be explained to many 
UFOlogists satisfaction.   Many of the reports are missing a lot of information that might reveal the IFO that caused them.  One can 
suggest probable explanations (Chinese lanterns, aircraft, stars, meteors, etc.) but it is very hard to pin down simply because there is 
not enough information.   I certainly do not see a significant number of these reports indicating that UCOUICs are operating in the 
Earth’s atmosphere. 

10% vs 20% vs 30%?

Pflock, Karl. 3. Roswell: Inconvenient Facts and the Will to Believe. Amherst: Prometheus, 2001. P 230.

HQ USAF, The Roswell Report: Fact vs. Fiction in the New Mexico Desert. Washington D.C.: US Government, 1995 attachment  4. 
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An interesting UFO report

Mufon’s database had an interesting UFO report from June 14th-16th by an individual in Tecopa, California (latitude 35.8 deg).  
The witness reported seeing a flashing light that flashed on and off every 12-15 seconds near or in the constellation of Libra.  

The witness noted this happened for about an hour and the light slowly moved from west to east over that time period.  A similar 
report of a flashing light appeared in the NUFORC database for June 13th from Montreal, Canada (the witness observed it in the 
constellation of Vigo/Libra as well). I recognized the potential solution almost immediately because I saw something similar a month 
previously while I was at my dark sky site and my light was about magnitude +3 went from Libra into Ophiuchus. Its flashing was not 
as frequent.  To check on my suspected IFO, I went the to the SEESAT-L 
archive and saw that Ed Cannon of Austin, Texas also reported a bright 
flashing light moving from Virgo into northern Libra on June 15th.  His 
flashing light was between magnitude 1 and 2 and he noted that it had 
a flash period of 42.9 seconds (with a half period secondary flash).  He 
observed it flashing for over a 100 minutes.  For those who have not 
figured this out, it is a geosynchronous satellite (identified as NStar-B).   
The witness confused the motion of the stars due to the Earth’s rota-
tion (east to west) as motion of the UFO/satellite.  The satellite was in 
a fixed position and the background stars were moving westward.     I 
wonder if MUFON will list this as “unexplained”?

Right: Geosynchronous satellite I photographed back in 2007.  This was about magnitude +2 to +3. 

http://mufoncms.com/cgi-bin/report_handler.pl?req=view_long_desc&id=39452&rnd=
http://www.nuforc.org/webreports/089/S89575.html
http://www.nuforc.org/webreports/089/S89575.html
http://www.nuforc.org/webreports/089/S89575.html
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It appears that there has been some argument about what Professor Moore wrote about how neoprene balloons would react to 
sunlight.  In an effort to clear up the matter, I decided to run some tests of my own in conjunction with other Roswell skeptics. I 

had previously conducted a similar test using a weather balloon I had purchased from Edmund Scientific. However, after looking at 
some pictures of Professor Moore’s balloons, I realized the type I had probably was not neoprene.  Therefore, I put out some money 
for a neoprene weather balloon from a scientific company in Toronto.  

When it arrived, I discovered it was an old KAYSAM corporation balloon which had been designated ML-635.  There appears to be 
a manufacturing date of 3/80.  After unpacking the materials and photographing the pristine balloon, I promptly cut it up into sec-
tions and sealed them all into zip lock backs to minimize exposure to the air.  I then mailed these sections off to my fellow skeptics 
to perform their own tests.

I ran several tests to help prove/disprove the claims made in the past by Roswell proponents. They ran in the following order:

I first exposed the balloon for six hours on a bright sunny day in NH. I took photographs every half-hour between 10 AM and 4 1. 
PM on May 27th. Except for a bit of light high clouds, the sun was not obscured. 

The second test was a duration test from New Hampshire. On May 28th I placed a test strip out into the sun.  I photographed the 2. 
test strip regularly for over three weeks. I also recorded the sky conditions for the days in question (clear, partly cloudy, mostly 
cloudy, cloudy, rainfall etc.). 

The third test was to repeat test 1 while I was on vacation in St. Augustine, Florida.  At roughly 30 degrees latitude, it would be 3. 
a reasonable simulation for the New Mexico sun.  I realize that Florida is a bit wetter/more humid than New Mexico but it would 
be adequate for testing the degree of sunlight exposure.

The fourth and final test was to perform another duration test in St. Augustine.  It would only be a seven day duration test but 4. 
it could be used to compare the first seven days of my test in NH. 

In order to simulate that parts of the balloon material would be hidden by layers above, I made sure there was a strip of balloon ma-
terial beneath the top layer.  This would give a good feel for how the material would behave in a shielded and unshielded modes. 

Test #1

The first test was informative. In an effort to maximize the sun-
light exposing the material, I tilted the platform the balloon ma-

terial was mounted on about 50-60 degrees and rotated it every 
two hours to keep it facing towards the sun. The four images to the 
right show the initial balloon material followed by the  balloon as 
it appeared six hours later.  The bottom left shows what the under-
neath layers looked like and the bottom right shows the material as 
it is unfolded and one can look inside. The balloon changed color 
from tan to a light gray.  However,  the material was still very pli-
able and soft. It did not flake off or become brittle. Meanwhile, the 
material underneath retained its original color and texture.  This is 
consistent with what Professor Moore wrote:

As I remember, these early sounding balloons became dirty-gray or 
brown after stretching and exposure to solar ultraviolet light during 
their ascent to high altitudes..1
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Test #2

This test started off with a sunny day that gave the same gray 
color to the balloon I obtained in test #1.  However, the next 

two days were rainy and cloudy.  The balloon did not change 
much during those two days. This was followed by a day and a 
half of sun. The balloon darkened somewhat but was still elastic 
in nature. We then had some poor weather with hardly any bright sunlight and quite a bit of rain. I had to take the material out of 
the rain and wait for the sun to return.  When it did return, I continued to monitor the balloon material. By day 13, the balloon began 
to lose elasticity and could tear.  By day 19, the top part of the balloon material had become pretty dark/black in nature. It could 
tear with little effort. However, the material underneath was still tannish and elastic (see image above right).  The upper layers had 
shielded the material underneath as Professor Moore had stated:

After several weeks of additional exposure to sunlight, the upper surfaces of the fragments on the ground turned black with a gray 
sheen....The layers of film that were shielded from direct sunlight darkened more slowly, so the debris recovered after a few weeks often 
was mottled in appearance..2

I terminated the exercise on July 4th, which was  38 days after the material was put out.  Based on my weather log, I would consider 
the exposure to be equivalent to about three weeks of full sun. It is interesting to note that when using the hourly observations for 
Roswell in June-July of 1947, I arrived at a similar value of “full sun” time for the period of 4 June to 4 July.  This does not even consider 
the fact that NH has more sun time (sunrise to sunset) during the day than New Mexico. This may compensate for the difference in 

latitude. The material began to flake on top and deteriorate by the 
time I saw it on day 38 (I was out of town on vacation for 12 days). 
However, the material underneath still had some elasticity to it and 
did not change color significantly (see image top left).  The descrip-
tion that Professor Moore gave was an accurate assessment of my 
test material.

Test #3

Because of commitments for the day, my six hour test in Florida 
was actually a five hour test. However, it was a mirror image to 

my six hour test in NH.  The material did not turn dark black and just 
turned grayish (see image to the left).  The material underneath did 
not change much.

Test #4

The seven day test in Florida was a wash before I could start it.  
Tropical storm Debbie happened to dump rain on my vacation 

for the entire week with only a few days of sunlight so I could not 
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test the material. As a result, I only tested for two days.  The material did not change much from the five hour test even though I had 
very nice clear skies (see image bottom right on previous page). It still was very soft and elastic even though the color had darkened. 
I would have to wait for a fellow skeptic at a southern location to confirm my duration test in NH.  

Preliminary Conclusions

Lance Moody provided me with this high resolution scan of the balloon material in Ramey’s office. The scan was provided to him by 
David Rudiak.  What Moody noticed was that there are bits and pieces of black flakes that have come off this balloon material and the 

edges are shredded.  When examining the results I obtained from my tests and comparing them to these images, I can state the following: 

The material in these photographs are not from a balloon that has been set out in the sun for a few hours as some have sug-1. 
gested.  The material appears too brittle and is flaking. At no point did any of my tests show that brittleness/flaking occurred or 
the material turned black within a few hours of sunlight exposure.

The portions in the photographs that appear to be fresh balloon material is probably due to the material being shield from 2. 
sunlight by material that was on top of it.  Even after several weeks of sunlight exposure, parts of the shielded balloon material 
in my test maintained this fresh color/appearance. This confirms the observations of Professor Charles Moore, who stated that 
the balloon material in the photographs had a ‘mottled’ appearance similar to materials set out in the sun for several weeks.

The balloons do not turn to “ash” after a few weeks as some Roswell proponents have suggested. My tests have shown that Pro-3. 
fessor Moore’s statements in his chapter of the book, UFO crash at Roswell: Genesis of a modern myth, are pretty accurate.

After a month, some of the material on top began to take on the appearance of  “parchment” and did not resemble balloon 4. 
material. It was porous, which is a description Jesse Marcel had for some of the materials he found thirty years later. Other parts 
of the balloon looked and felt like rubber, which is what Bessie and Mack Brazel described.

Next issue, I will compare my efforts with the results obtained by other skeptics.

Notes and References
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While many testimonies concerning the Roswell incident are promoted by the various investigators, it is the forgotten/ignored 
testimonies that are most revealing.  The authors of the various UFO books attempt to downplay these testimonies or not even 

mention them for obvious reasons.  

Bessie Brazel

Bill’s younger sister, Bessie, is more consistent in her recollections of the events than her brother, who’s story appeared to change 
over the years. It is documented, in the Roswell Daily Record, that Bessie was present when Mack recovered the debris and Bes-

sie’s story should carry weight. According to Bessie, her father was afraid that the sheep would not water at the nearby water tank 
because of the debris field and he got his family to help him pick up the material. Bessie describes the debris as follows:

There was what appeared to be pieces of heavily waxed paper and a sort of aluminum-like foil. Some of these pieces had something like 
numbers and lettering on them, but there were no words that we were able to make out. Some of the metal-foil like pieces had a sort of 
tape stuck to them, and when these were held to the light they showed what looked like pastel flowers or designs. Even though the stuff 
looked like tape it could not be peeled off or removed at all. It was very light in weight but there sure was a lot of it...it was definitely not 
a balloon. We had seen weather balloons quite a lot--both on the ground and in the air. We had even found a couple of Japanese-style 
balloons that had come down in the area once. We had also picked up a couple of those thin rubber weather balloons with instrument 
packages. This was nothing like that.1

Bessie’s affidavit also describes the debris:

(8) The debris looked like pieces of a LARGE BALLOON WHICH HAD BURST (Emphasis added by me). The pieces were small, the largest I 
remember measuring was about the same as the diameter of a basketball. Most of it was a kind of double-sided material, foil-like on one 
side and rubber-like on the other. Both sides were grayish silver in color, the foil more silvery than the rubber. Sticks, like kite sticks, were 
attached to some of the pieces with a whitish tape. The tape was about two or three inches wide and had flower-like designs on it. The 
flowers were faint, a variety of pastel colors, and reminded me of Japanese paintings in which the flowers are not all connected. I do not 
recall any other types of material or markings, nor do I remember seeing any gouges in the ground or any other signs that anything may 
have hit the ground hard.

(9) The foil-rubber material could not be torn like ordinary aluminum foil can be torn. I do not recall anything else about the strength or 
other properties of what we picked up.2

While Bessie is quoted in The Roswell Incident, she is barely mentioned in UFO crash at Roswell and The truth about the UFO crash at 
Roswell even though the books said they interviewed her twice! In Crash at Corona, she isn’t even listed in the index. It’s as if nobody 
wanted to acknowledge what she stated or did not want her testimony to appear in print.

Lorenzo Kimball

Lorenzo Kimball was the base medical supply officer at Roswell and passed 
away in 1999.  He told a completely different story about Roswell Army Air 

Field activities and did maintain a web site about it for a few years.  One can 
find the page at the Roswellfiles web site (www.roswellfiles.com). He reported 
that all the medical officers spent more time at the Base pool and officer’s club 
after hours instead of dissecting alien bodies or preparing them for shipment.  
Kimball also stated that he had personally talked to Major Jack Comstock and 
that Comstock told him that there was no unusual activity at the base hospital 
that July. Kimball finally added that the biggest thing that had occurred on 
the base that summer and fall, besides winning the bombing trophy, was the 
formation of a football team.    

Jack Ingrahm and the other pilots/navigators interviewed by Kent Jeffrey.

Kent Jeffrey interviewed members of the 509th bomb group, including a very vocal pilot by the name of Jack Ingham.  He, ac-
cording to Jeffrey, was rather blunt about what he thought about the alien crashed spaceship story.  He felt it was all a bunch of 

nonsense. Jeffrey seemed to get this impression from all the pilots and navigators he interviewed:

The ignored testimonies of Roswell

www.roswellfiles.com
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Where are the private records?
Amateur photography has always been popular ever since cameras became affordable. There are quite a number of photographs 

from the time period that exist and are widely published. In the book, UFO crash at Roswell, Juanita Sultemeier is credited with 
contemporary photographs of various key individuals involved in the events.   

With this in mind, I wonder about how important the debris found at the Foster Ranch really was.  According to Roswell legend, as 
it is told in the books, there was intense military activity in town and the surrounding area.  Bill Brazel stated that the gouge that 
existed at the Foster Ranch was visible for over a year.  However, there is not one photograph of this huge mark even though I am 
sure somebody in the area probably did own a camera (like Juanita Sultemeier). The same can be said for all the military activity that 
supposedly occurred in and outside the town of Roswell.  Newspaper reporters were unable to record anything related to what must 
have been a huge military operation that involved dozens, if not hundreds of troops.  While photographs of Mack Brazel were taken, 
nobody bothered to take a picture of the various trucks, checkpoints, or military policemen patrolling the town.

Then there is the strange behavior of the Marcel family. One can assume they had no camera (or no film for their camera) the night 
Jesse Sr. brought the flying saucer pieces home.  However, why didn’t the Marcel’s retain news clippings of the big event that in-
volved Jesse?  As a young boy, one would think that Jesse Jr. would retain the newspaper from this event. After all, it is not every day 
that your dad does something famous enough to have his picture/name appear nationwide in the papers.  

Another bit of documentation that might exist are letters and diaries from the time period.  Certainly, some townspeople and ser-
vicemen might send a letter to relatives or write in a diary about these earth shattering events that had happened in their little town. 
Those diaries and letters are nonexistent. No such records have ever been produced.  About the only record that was retained were 
the teletypes by Frank Joyce. They shed very little in the way of evidence for an alien spaceship recovery.  The lack of any personal 
records to confirm any of the Roswell story, as it is told by the proponents, indicates that what transpired is more mundane than 
exotic.

The men who were at Roswell during July 1947 feel very strongly that absolutely nothing out of the or-
dinary happened and that the whole matter is patently ridiculous. The 509th was the only atomic bomb 
group in the world in 1947 and was composed of a very elite group of individuals, most of whom still feel 
a definite sense of pride in their former outfit. To them, the crashed-saucer nonsense, along with all the 
hullabaloo and conspiracy theories surrounding it, makes a mockery of and is an insult of the 509th Bomb 
Group and its men...Since last September, I have spoken with a total of 15 B-29 pilots and 2 B-29 naviga-
tors, all of whom were stationed at Roswell Army Air Field in July 1947.  Most of them heard nothing about 
the supposed crashed-saucer incident until years later, after all the publicity started. The few men who did 
recall hearing something about the incident at the time of its occurrence said that the inside word was that 
the debris was from a downed balloon of some kind and that there was no more than “one wheelbarrow 
full.” Not one single man had any direct knowledge of a crashed saucer or of any kind of unusual material. 
Even more significantly, in all of their collective years with the 509th Bomb Group, not one of these men 
had ever encountered any other individual who had such knowledge. As Jack Ingham and others pointed 
out, the 509th was a very close-knit group and there was no way an event as spectacular as the recovery 
of a crashed-alien spaceship from another world could have happened at their base without their having 
known about it...3

The common explanation presented is that these men had no need to know, that they were just repeating what they were told to 
say over the years, or made these comments for fear of losing their pensions.  If it were so secret that death threats were made, why 
was Jesse Marcel Sr. allowed to speak without fear of retribution? 

If you aren’t with us...

When it comes to these types of witnesses, the Roswell crashed spaceship proponents either demonize them for covering up 
the truth or their responses are twisted to give the impression they are withholding critical information.  They are unfairly 

portrayed, without good evidence, in order to perpetuate a belief in a crashed alien spaceship recovery.  
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White hats and black hats: Who are the real villains of Roswell?

One of the central themes of the Roswell story is that 
military personnel terrorized civilians and destroyed 

personal property.  This motif is found in many of the 
Roswell books. While The UFO crash at Roswell hints at 
military personnel pressuring Brazel and asking for the 
return of the press release, The truth about the UFO crash 
at Roswell, is more open in its accusations:

The soldiers directed the sheriff to say as little as possible 
about the recent events, and to refer all calls about it to the base.  And if the sheriff had other ideas, there would be grave consequenc-
es.1

One of the boys picked up some of the debris and took it home to show his father. They later hid the material in the barn....Within days, 
military personnel visited the boys who had taken some samples home, demanding that the material be turned over immediately. The 
officers obtained all the pieces that had been taken from the field.2

Also chronicled in this book were death threats made by military personnel towards individuals or their families..

In Crash at Corona, the following statements were made:

There is a very clear pattern concerning threats to witnesses: Those who saw only wreckage have gotten away lightly, while those who 
saw bodies were treated much more severely...it is just as understandable that the government would choose to apply much more drastic 
pressure to those who had seen bodies. 3

The military continued to keep an eye on civilians in the area...When it came to civilians who had even indirect knowledge of the recovery 
of bodies, the military was a lot tougher. It went so far as to threaten witnesses with jail if they talked, and even hinted that their families 
might be placed in jeopardy.....More than one case of reporter’s notes vanishing from desk drawers has been reported.4

By the time Witness to Roswell was written, the following described the criminal behavior of military personnel:

Ranchers were forced to inform on one another. Ranch houses were searched and ransacked. The wooden floors of livestock sheds were 
pried lose plank by plank and underground cold storage fruit cellars were emptied of all their contents. Glass Jars were scattered, broken 
on the ground. 5

There seems to be an evolution of the tactics employed by the military which each new book.  Originally, they requested things to 
be returned and just coerced people in cooperating.  Just a few years later, they were making death threats towards people. Finally, 
they damaged property and had others turn into informants (presumably because they were threatened).  This kind of activity is 
more akin to the types of war atrocities committed during World War II than a highly trained elite military unit serving in peace 
time.  

One wonders how this “goon squad” was created.  It certainly was not part of the standard military police training to threaten civil-
ians.  Were they acting this way on their own or were they under orders?  Additionally, which personnel on base were behaving this 
way?  Have any ever stepped forward admitting they did this?

Naming names

The only name that has been mentioned from the “goon squad” was Lt Arthur Philbin, who is deceased and can not defend him-
self:

In researching Frankie Dwyer Rowe’s story over the years, we followed the evidence trail to conclude that he MP who most likely con-
fronted Frankie Rowe that day was a former Brooklyn, N.Y. policeman by the name of Arthur Philbin, who was a security officer with the 
390th Air Service Squadron that was part of the 509th Bomb Group in 1947. Lt. Philbin, in addition to being tall and dark with wide shoul-
ders , ran the guard house on the base and had a reputation of being an all-around tough guy....We also never mentioned his name to 
Frankie Dwyer Rowe...We knew that Lt. Philbin’s picture was in the 1947 RAAF yearbook. He is shown on a page along with pictures of 16 
other officers-enough for a line-up by any standard. We then made a photocopy of the pertinent page from the yearbook and mailed it to 
Frankie Dwyer Row with the simple question, “Do you recognize anyone on the enclosed page as the person who came to your house and 
threatened you back in 1947?” A few weeks later, we received an envelope in the mail bearing Frankie Rowe’s return address. Inside the 
envelope was the folded, photocopied page that we had sent to her...There was simply a single circle drawn around one of the pictures--

30
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The picture of Lt. Arthur Philbin.6

The rest of the “goon squad” remains unnamed and nobody has ever stepped forward to admit they violated the law by destroy-
ing public property, violating the homes of citizens, and threatening people with their lives. Most of the military witnesses, that 
have stepped forward with their tales over the years, put themselves at the debris field picking up debris/alien bodies or seeing 
something happen on base.  Where are those that participated in these nefarious activities?  Doesn’t anybody remember the names 
of these individuals, who were violating military regulations (as outlined in FM 19-5 and 19-10 giving no authority over civilians 
without proper authorization) and the constitution of the United States (which prohibits illegal search and seizure)? The lack of any 
identification of these thugs (other than Philbin) seems to indicate that they may never have existed at all.  

Ultimate responsibility

The acts described are despicable and, if true, are actions that should have been punished no matter who permitted it to occur.   In 
any military command, the actions of any soldier are the responsibility of the commanding officer for that unit.  It does not mat-

ter, if the commanding officer was unaware of it. They are ultimately responsible. As a result, blame must be placed on two people.  
The man responsible for the military police’s actions and the officer who must accept ultimate responsibility.  Those two men, ac-
cording to Roswell folklore, are Edwin Easley, who supposedly assumed command of all the MPs on base, and William Blanchard.  
Stating they were acting under orders, or in the interest of national security, is not a valid excuse without some sort of written 
authority from the upper chain of command.  They are ultimately responsible if these stories are true.  Even if these soldiers were 
operating on their own, it would be up to Blanchard and Easley to punish them the instant they discovered this had occurred.  No 
such punishments were handed out or reports made to the upper chain of command, which makes them responsible for covering 
up this illegal activity. Easley’s and Blanchard’s inactions/actions indicate they were the bad guys in all of this. 

Did it really happen?

Roswell proponents and witnesses, who have stated that these soldiers behaved this way, should think twice about the implica-
tions.    I find it hard to believe that Blanchard and Easley would condone such actions without good reason and there is no 

documentation to indicate that reason actually existed.   Either great military crimes were committed by all of these individuals or 
the stories about such activities are based on the testimony of a few people, with dubious intentions, who had no problem smearing 
the reputation of military personnel, who can not defend themselves.
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One of the most interesting thing one sees in the early Roswell books is the representation of certain documents by the authors.  
It is almost as if the authors chose only to tell you what they wanted the reader to see. I think it is important to list these “omis-

sions/editing” in the books.

The Roswell Incident

The Twining memo of September 23, 1947 is shown on pages 154-155 of my copy.  However, it stops after 2.e.  The remainder of 
the memo is edited out.  Missing is this critical section:

h. Due consideration must be given the following:- 

(1) The possibility that these objects are of domestic origin - the product of some high security project not known to AC/AS-2 or this Com-
mand. 

(2) The lack of physical evidence in the shape of crash recovered exhibits which would undeniably prove the existence of these subjects. 

(3) The possibility that some foreign nation has a form of propulsion possibly nuclear, which is outside of our domestic knowledge. 1

In addition to the Twining memo, the FBI Telex is also represented...in edited form, on pages 151-152. The part that was edited out 
was the following:

THE DISC IS HEXAGONAL IN SHAPE AND WAS SUSPENDED FROM A BALLON BY CABLE, WHICH BALLON WAS APPROXIMATELY TWENTY 
FEET IN DIAMETER.2

UFO Crash at Roswell

The Twining memo does not appear but it is described briefly (page 108 of my copy), where they only give his conclusion that the 
“flying disks” were “real”.  Missing is the mention of the lack of physical evidence in the same memo. The FBI Telex is also men-

tioned on page 75. Once again, the section about the balloon is not presented.  

The truth about the UFO crash at Roswell

The Twining memo appears on pages 104 through 107. After a few years, the authors came up with their explanation for the sec-
tion that had been omitted in the previous book.  The explanation is that Twining was “out of the loop” and did not have a need to 

know.  The book also finally lists the FBI memo in full form (p. 60) but decides not to discuss the implications of what was written.

Crash at Corona

This book briefly mentions the Twining memo but, like The Roswell Incident, makes not mention of the lack of physical evidence. 
The FBI telex is not mentioned. The book does spend some pages discussing the Schulgen memo. Unfortunately for the authors, 

the memo they present is not the authentic one but the hoaxed memo.  

Additionally, an October 7, 1948 memo from Colonel McCoy is mentioned. Missing from that group of memos is the 8 November 
1948 memo from Colonel McCoy to the Chief of Staff USAF, where he states:

The possibility that the reported objects are vehicles from another planet has not been ignored. However, tangible evidence to support 
conclusions about such a possibility are completely lacking...There is as yet no conclusive proof that unidentified flying objects, other than 
those which are known to be balloons, are real aircraft...the exact nature of these objects cannot be established until physical evidence, 
such as that which would result from a crash...3

McCoy’s letter suggests that he either knew nothing about Roswell, Roswell did not involve a crashed alien spaceship, or he was ly-
ing to a superior officer in an official correspondence.  The more likely choice is that Roswell did not involve an alien spaceship crash. 
The other choices involve a conspiracy theory for which there is no evidence except for the usual wild speculation.  

More of the same

As with many of the other items that were omitted in these books, the failure to mention these documents or omitting pertinent 
sections demonstrates an intent to deceive the reader. It is the UFOlogists (including Stanton Friedman himself ) who are violat-

ing Stanton Friedman’s rule for debunkers of “What the public doesn’t know, I am not going to tell them”.  
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The Air Force hated ET. For half a century, believers of extraterrestrial visitations had accused Air Force officials of a massive cover-
up. During a 1997 lecture in Albuquerque, New Mexico, for example, UFO researcher Stanton Friedman railed against what he 

has often called a “Cosmic Watergate.”

“Frankly, I am sick and tired of the U.S. Air Force lying to the public, the press, and members of Congress about UFOs,” he said.

Requests (and demands!) for information on flying saucers, sightings of unidentified aerial phenomena, and alleged captured extra-
terrestrial beings and spaceship wreckage had become an irritant to Air Force public relations officers from Edwards Air Force Base 
to the Pentagon. Some considered it nothing more than a big joke, but few seemed to be laughing. Then the alien showed up.

It had a bulbous head, large black eyes and gray skin, and it was apparently eating a B-2 stealth bomber. That was the image on a 
shoulder patch apparently made for members of the 509th Bomb Wing at Whiteman Air Force Base, Missouri. The design featured 
curving white radar waves on a green background, a knife and fork, and a lower case Greek letter sigma (the engineering symbol 
for the value of the radar cross-section, key to the survivability of the stealth bomber), and the number 509. At the top of the patch 
were the words “Classified Flight Test,” and at the bottom, “Gustatus Similis Pullus” (Latin for “Tastes Like Chicken”).

The 509th Bomb Wing traces its roots back to World War Two when, as the 509th Composite Group, the elite unit was tasked with 
dropping the first atomic bombs on Japan. After the war, the 509th moved to Roswell, New Mexico, where it became forever en-
tangled with the events now known as the Roswell Incident. The alleged crash of a “flying disk” near Roswell in July 1947 has become 
central to UFO cover-up conspiracy theories. Today, at Whiteman, the 509th operates the nation’s fleet of B-2 stealth bombers.

Seeking the Truth

Independent researcher Dennis Balthaser has spent many years pursuing the myster-
ies of Roswell. In 2003, when he met fellow researcher Jim Hickman, they discussed 

the 509th’s role in the 1947 incident and Hickman provided him with an image of the 
strange insignia of the alien eating a B-2. Balthaser’s immediate reaction was, “Here is 
the proof we’ve been looking for pertaining to the 509th’s involvement with the Roswell 
Incident.”

He decided to contact the Air Force for more details on the genesis of the mystery 
patch. Five months of correspondence and Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) re-
quests yielded unsatisfactory results. The initial request to the FOIA officer at White-
man was transferred to the Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC) at Edwards Air Force 
Base, California. A few days later he received a letter from a colonel, the Staff Judge 
Advocate at Edwards, indicating that, “A search of all relevant agencies has found no 
records responsive to your request.”

Balthaser was surprised shortly thereafter to receive a package from AFFTC historian 
Dr. Raymond Puffer containing answers to some of his questions about the insignia,  

as well as a copy of an Air Force fact sheet on the history of the 509th Bomb Wing and an Air Force Reference Series booklet called 
“Air Force Combat Wings, Lineage and Honors Histories 1947-1977” that contained additional information pertaining to the 509th. 
In correspondence, Puffer indicated his belief that the insignia was unofficial since the 509th Bomb Wing already had an insignia 
approved by the Institute of Heraldry, U.S. Army, in 1947. Unfortunately, Puffer didn’t manage to find anyone who knew anything 
about the B-2 patch, and some of his guesses as to the symbolism were erroneous. “It is unknown who designed the patch, or when,” 
Puffer concluded. “It would be a privately-made emblem to be used informally as a souvenir, a joke, or possibly a party favor of some kind.” 
Such an informal insignia is sometimes called a “morale patch” or a “Friday patch.”

Agreeing to Disagree

In 2004, I stumbled across an article Balthaser wrote for his web site  that detailed his search for answers about the unusual insignia. 
Since I was familiar with the emblem and several variations thereof, I decided to contact Balthaser and provide him with some 

Little Green Men in Blue

(or, How the Air Force Stopped Worrying and Learned to Love ET) 
By Peter W. Merlin

http://www.truthseekeratroswell.com/
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answers.

After contacting him by email, I explained that the patch had been made for a series of radar cross-section (RCS) measurement tests 
that were probably conducted at the radar range adjacent to Groom Lake, 
Nevada – better known as Area 51. All U.S. stealth aircraft undergo RCS 
verification at this site by simply flying over the range while technicians 
scan the aircraft from every angle using a variety of radar systems. The 
B-2 fleet was subject to initial RCS verification when the aircraft went into 
service, as well as following upgrades and modifications. I noted that I had 
acquired my patch around 1995, but that I later discovered several design 
variations at the 1996 Edwards AFB Open House and Air Show.

I had heard from a couple of sources that the original “Classified Flight 
Test” patch had been banned because a high-ranking official objected to 
the use of the word “Classified.” In an email to Balthaser, I explained that 
patches – official or otherwise – for classified programs have to be re-
viewed by security personnel to assure that the design doesn’t reveal too 
much information. For example, the project security officer for the F-117A 
stealth fighter once disapproved a patch design with the words “Strikes 
Without Warning” and ordered the destruction of another with the Latin 
phrase “Furtim Vigilans” (“Vigilance through Stealth”).

To avoid such problems, the B-2 Combined Test Force at Edwards pro-
duced a new version of the alien emblem by replacing “Classified Flight Test” with “To Serve Man,” the title of a famous episode of 
The Twilight Zone television series in which alien visitors see humans as a food source. Along with this new patch the B-2 CTF also 

produced a T-shirt that included the now familiar emblem, but with the words 
“B-2 Flight Test.” On the back of the shirt was a saucer-like B-2 flying over a Mo-
jave Desert landscape dotted with large gray eggs. An alien, emerging from an 
egg, points to the sky above the words, “The Truth is out THERE!”

Balthaser insisted that the obvious connection between the 509th Bomb Wing 
and the alien on the patch was significant and that it implied tacit acknowl-
edgement by the Air Force of the unit’s connection to the Roswell Incident. He 
hypothesized that it might be the first sign that the government was “coming 
clean” on the truth behind the UFO phenomenon. I argued that the Air Force 
was simply getting in on the joke at long last.

I pointed out that because the emblem was not subject to the rules of heraldry, 
the artist was free to inject humor into the design. Personnel of the 509th Bomb 
Wing are no doubt aware of their unit’s connection to Roswell and decided to 
make the most of it. Suffice it to say, Balthaser and I had a lively debate regard-
ing the significance of the Roswell Incident in general and the application of ET 
on Air Force patches in particular. In the end, we agreed to disagree.

Alien Invasion

Despite not seeing eye-to-eye with Balthaser, I decided to provide him with images of other military patches with an ET theme. 
There turned out to be quite a few examples.

Students in Class 97B of the Air Force Test Pilot School at Edwards designed a patch with a gray alien 
in an Air Force flight suit, posing beside a flying saucer in USAF markings. The class slogan, “The Truth 
Is Out There,” was taken from the popular X-Files television show.

Members of the 3rd Space Operations Squadron at Schriever Air Force Base, Colorado, designed 
a patch for the UHF Follow-on  (UFO) satellite that features the face of a gray alien and the word 
“Believe.” The UFO spacecraft, built by the Hughes Space and Communications Company during the 
1990s, support the Navy’s global communications network, serving ships at sea and a variety of 
other U.S. military fixed and mobile terminals.

Echo Flight, an element of the 3rd SOS, adopted the nickname “Echo-Terrestrials” on a patch featur-
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ing a gray alien reaching around the globe, and surrounded 
by three spacecraft: UHF Follow-On satellite, Defense Support 
Program (DSP) satellite, and a flying saucer. The unit’s motto, 
“Using Our PECs to get to the Hot Spots,” is a double enten-
dre referring to areas of global strife as well as, more literally, 
sources of infrared (IR) radiation. Detection of IR sources is 
accomplished with a telescope and Photo-Electric Cell (PEC) 
array subsystem on the DSP satellite.

The Special Applications Branch of the Air Force Tactical Ex-
ploitation of National Capabilities (TENCAP) office created a 
patch with a gray alien head over a stylized Air Force symbol. 
Established in 1977, the TENCAP program is responsible for 
exploiting space systems for tactical applications through 
rapid prototyping projects, influencing the design of future 
space systems for tactical applications, and educating war 

fighters about the capabilities and tactical utility of space systems. The motto of the Special Ap-
plications branch features Latin phrase “Oderint Dum Metuant.” Unfortunately associated with 
Caligula, the First Century Roman emperor whose name became synonymous with depravity, 
madness, cruelty, and tyranny, it translates “Let them hate us so long as they fear.”

A patch for the Aerospace Integration Center (AIC) at Nellis Air Force Base, Nevada, features a 
gray alien ominously reaching across the globe. Formerly known 
as the Space Training Facility, the AIC is an integrated equipment and communications architecture 
designed to improve USAF war fighter capability to rapidly receive, integrate, display and exploit real-
time battlespace information.

I continued to send images of these patches to Balthaser to bolster my argu-
ment that the Air Force had adopted a “If you can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em” atti-
tude, but he seemed more convinced than ever that these emblems carried 
a hidden meaning of disclosure. “If ETs don’t exist,” he asked, “why do so many 
military units have them on their patches.”

During annual Red Flag exercises at Nellis in 2003, a unit tasked with operating the Black Mountain Target 
Acquisition Radars to simulate enemy threat systems wore a patch shaped like the state of Nevada with 
several flying saucers circling a towering mountain similar to the one central to the story line of the 1977 
motion picture Close Encounters of the Third Kind. When I shared this design with Balthaser, he com-
mented, “Perhaps because they are using them [saucers] in their exercises?” I assumed he was joking.

My Favorite Martian

During the 1980s, when the F-117A stealth fighter was an unacknowledged “black” project 
operating out of Area 51 and the Tonopah Test Range, a secret program known only by the 

code name F3XP was established to repair and maintain the aircraft’s radar absorbent coatings. 
Officially, Air Force corrosion control specialists and sheet metal technicians assigned to F3XP 
were members of the Materials Application Repair Section. Since the organization’s abbreviated 
name was MARS, these personnel called themselves “Martians” and designed a patch based on 
that theme. It included a green creature with antennae, peering over the edge of the inner bor-
der – invoking the “Kilroy Was Here” graffiti popularized during World War Two.

Lockheed’s U-2A spy plane underwent testing at Area 51 during the 
1950s. Although the airplane had been expected to become obso-
lete within a few years, subsequent variants of the U-2 are still in ser-
vice. During a recent modernization program to ensure the vener-
able aircraft remains capable well into the Twenty-First Century, the 

company – now Lockheed Martin – designed and tested new control actuators for the U-2S. A patch for 
the Actuator Development and Replacement Program (ADARP) includes a gray alien face superimposed 
over a sinister looking black mountain peak while a black aerodynamic shape streaks into a blue desert 
sky. It is a very dramatic emblem for a fairly mundane program.
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Perhaps my favorite of all is the Alien Technology Exploitation Division patch, featur-
ing a gray alien with a collar and chain around its neck. Below a motto in the Klingon 
language developed for Star Trek reads “YltlhobQo’ Jay” (“Don’t Ask!”). Robert Fabian 
designed the patch while assigned to a classified unit working in a secure facility at Air 
Force Space Command Headquarters in Colorado. “We were working inside a Sensitive 
Compartmented Information Facility (vault),” Fabian wrote to author Trevor Paglen in 
2009, “and our friends and coworkers used to like giving us a hard time about it, asking if 
our office was where they kept the alien bodies.” Fabian designed the emblem as a joke 
and pooled some of his own money with that of colleagues to pay for production of a 
small quantity of patches. “We wore them on our flight suits for a couple of months before 
anyone in authority spotted them.” A Brigadier General’s only reaction was to ask where 
he could get one.

Recent patches for classified test programs involving the B-2 also feature aliens. This 
seemingly endless design trend once prompted Dennis Balthaser to ask me, “If UFOs 
and ETs don’t exist, why would there be so much emphasis on the grays and UFOs on all 

these patches?” I think the answer is simple. The Air Force has finally learned to love ET.

Voted as one of the top ten UFO cases ever, the 1996 Yukon UFO event was considered highly prized by some.  People like Stanton 
Friedman and Michael Swords stood by it as a very good UFO case because it had multiple witnesses and it was “thoroughly” 

investigated. The UFO was reported as a “mothership” because it was estimated by witnesses to be immense in size.  However, like 
most UFO cases that involve multiple witnesses from multiple locations, there usually is a more mundane answer than some un-
known craft.  

I don’t want to steal the thunder of the SEESAT group as they did all the work but the bottom line on all of this is that source of this 
UFO report was a Russian rocket booster that had launched Cosmos 2335 less than 24 hours prior to this.   It’s re-entry occurred 
to the north of the Yukon witnesses and would have been visible to them.  The images below are based on the data given by the 
SEESAT members, Ted Molczan and Harro Zimmer.  Instead of reporting this re-entry, the witnesses reported seeing a large UFO fol-
lowing a similar path.  The coincidence is too obvious to ignore. What was considered number 8 on the list of UFOlogy’s best cases 
(as compiled by Paul Kimball), now should be considered explained.

1996 Yukon UFO: CASE CLOSED!

http://satobs.org/seesat/May-2012/0022.html


UFOs on the tube
Chasing UFOs: Stephenville

The program title gave me the initial impression it was another version of “UFO hunters” with James Fox 
as the lead UFO investigator.  In my opinion, Fox seems to blindly accept just about any story that pro-

motes UFOs, which made me skeptical of the show’s content before I even saw it.   The other two investiga-
tors were Ben McGee and Erin Ryder.  McGee was the skeptic  and Ryder was their technical expert.

The first investigation they started with was a video of a flickering light shot by Constable Leeroy Gaitan.  Fox 
seemed confused by the video. He felt that the light might be connected to a craft, which is a completely 
incorrect assessment of the footage since there is no indication of any craft.  All we see is an out of focus 
flickering light that looked a lot like a scintillating star.  Fox appeared to eat it all up and felt they needed to 
talk to more of the witnesses. A town meeting happened in Dublin, Texas.  The sign on the town hall read 
that they were going to have a NATIONALLY TELEVISED town meeting.  One wonders if that kind of an-
nouncement MIGHT have brought individuals in, who might like to tell tall tales?  Most of the stories told at 
the meeting appeared unrelated to the actual Stephenville event in 2008. One witness did bring evidence 
to support his sightings.

Kacey Simmons stepped forward to present his videos of the row of UFO lights that came on and then slowly 
vanished.  Fox felt it was very weird and then stated this proved Dublin/Stephenville was a UFO hotbed.  The 
video looked familiar to me and was similar to the 1997 Arizona UFO 10 PM event videos. They were proven 
to be flares dropped by the Maryland ANG.  Is it any surprise that Simmon’s location is near the Brownwood 
Military Operating Area, where the military tends to drop flares? The team drove out to his  house and they 
set up shop in the dark hoping to record some UFOs.  They wasted a lot of time wandering about in the dark 
chasing noises in the bushes instead of watching the skies for UFOs. They eventually saw a flashing light 
on the horizon that seemed to change shape.   At this point, the program proceeded to the next section 
without any follow up investigation!  

Steve Allen, a prominent Stephenville witness,  was interviewed. Fox stated that because he was a pilot, he 
was not going to be fooled by something even though skeptics know this is not true.  The team ran a test 
with aircraft in formation and concluded it was possible that multiple aircraft at night could produce an 
appearance of a single object if they were far away. However, they implied that Allen’s sighting was close, 
which would rule this out.  This is not what Allen stated in his UFO report to NUFORC and MUFON. He only 
saw flashing lights in the distance near Stephenville, over seven miles away, and that the maximum eleva-
tion angle seen was 20 degrees (see page 32 of MUFON report)!  The F-16 jets that flew through the area, 
about the same time of the sighting and over three miles away, were never mentioned by the program.  
They also failed to mention the bright anti-collision strobes found on these aircraft, which appear a lot like 
the flashing lights described by Allen. This was no surprise to me.

The show also interviewed several individuals with questionable stories. Mauricio Ruiz video taped a UFO 
that looked like a model of some kind.  The team listened to his story but seemed to skeptical. Ricky Sorrels 
was also interviewed by Fox.  I recall hearing MUFON’s Don Cherry state back in 2010 that somebody that 
sounded like Sorrels wanted a “breeding cow” for his story.  His story is only believable to those wanting to 
blindly accept his tale because nobody else saw his craft.

Additionally, the team tried to look for fragments of a UFO crash in the area from 1891.  For some reason, 
they performed this operation in the dark instead of the next day.   Lucky for them, that they went out at 
night, as they were able to record some lights that, to Ryder, looked like a flying saucer!  Looking at the video, 
I thought it was something suspended in the power lines OR a reflection on the camera lens.  We will never 
know as the show simply ended with no real analysis of the video or examination of the area in the daytime 
to see if there was something that might have been on the tower/power lines. McGee would suggest that 
it was a reflection in his blog entry on the program. One wonders why somebody with Ryder’s apparent 
technical expertise could not figure this out!

I was not that impressed with the program.  It seemed to me the person that was supposed to bring balance 
to the team was the skeptic, McGee.  McGee, who should have done his homework on the subject, seemed 
uniformed about the history of the Stephenville case and was just presented as the “token” skeptic with little 
or no influence on the outcome of the investigation.  The show is just a rehash of UFO hunters with James 
Fox being  the new Bill Birnes.  National Geographic should be ashamed.

Book Reviews
Buy it! (No UFO library should do 
without it)
UFO crash at Roswell- Benson 
Saler, Charles Ziegler, and Charles 
Moore
This book has been much criticized by 
Roswell proponents because of Charles 
Moore’s chapter on the NYU balloon 
flights.  However, I think the other chap-
ters of the book are worth reading as well 
and contains some very valid observa-
tions by the other two authors.  Moore’s 
section of the book contained errors that 
have put a negative light on his work.  
Despite this, I still think he conveys a 
convincing argument that the source of 
the Foster Ranch debris was from an NYU 
flight.

Borrow it. (Worth checking out of 
library or borrowing from a friend) 
The Roswell dig diaries - William 
Doleman, Tom Carey, and Don 
Schmitt.
If it were not for Dr. Doleman’s contribu-
tion, I would consider this a prime “bin 
it” candidate.   However, Dr. Doleman 
provides some very important informa-
tion regarding the dig site and what was 
found.  I suggest the reader ignore the 
sections written by Schmitt and Carey. 

Bin it!  (Not worth the paper it is 
written upon - send to recycle bin)

Crash at Corona - Stanton Fried-
man and Don Berlinner.

This book really adds nothing to the Ro-
swell story. A great deal of it is based on 
two discredited items. The first item is the 
witness Gerald Anderson, who has been 
shown to be less than honest with re-
searchers.  The second is the MJ-12 fiasco.  
The book also includes quotes from the 
fake Schulgen memo.  All of this indicates 
the authors were not very critical when 
they wrote the book.  I am “shocked” that 
Stanton Friedman would be so easily tak-
en in by somebody like Gerald Anderson!  
Then again, based on his blindly accept-
ing the Schulgen forgery and dubious 
MJ-12 documents, maybe I shouldn’t be.
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